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Trin Habitat Builds Houses in Florida Over Break! Admin. Plans
Foreign Lang.
Requirement
By NICOLE DUBOWITZ

NEWS WRITER
Trinity's Curriculum Committee is currently considering a foreign language
requirement for students, starting with the
class of 2012. Several drafts of a language
requirement have been made to better
accommodate students' schedules and
needs, but continue to be met with opposition and scrutiny before the final decision is made either later in the spring or
this fall.
Associate Professor of Classics Martha
Risser and Associate Professor of Modern
Languages and Literature Johannes Evelein
Courtesy of Alissa Phillips
have been actively advocating for a foreign
Trinity students spent their spring breaks in Jacksonville, Fla. building houses for impoverished families through Habitat for Humanity.
language requirement. Trinity "has played
with the idea of reinstating [the requireService and Civic Engagement Director, could not work in New Orleans, because ment] for a long time," said Evelein.
By SAN-EOU LAN
FEATURES EDITOR
said, "alternative spring break is part of a work sites there were full. Elizabeth
Trinity used to have a language requirebigger program that Habitat for Kennedy '09, Habitat for Humanity's ment, but then changed to a more open
While other college students were Humanity International called Collegiate Alternative Spring Break Coordinator, curriculum, like many other institutions,
bound for the beaches of Florida, a Challenge, which engages college stu- said, "We chose to go to Jacksonville par- in the late '60s and early '70s. Since then,
group of Trinity students instead picked dents all across the country in using their tially because all the sites in New Orleans however, many of the schools have reinup hammers and shovels, heading inland spring breaks to do productive work for filled up to quickly and more so because stated the language requirement. "Trinity
to build houses. Over this past week, others," listing a few locations where the group ultimately votes on what site has just not been as fast to do that" said
Trinity's Habitat for Humanity chapter Alternative Spring Break has taken them. they want to work," adding that there Risser.
Risser believes that a foreign language
participated in their annual Alternative "The first trip I was involved in was in were other benefits to working in
went, .tp*«,v4
»,- Jacksonville. "Also, the majority voted to,,
think everyone should have the experience
dents spending spring break in aifferent Mississippi. Since ' that time we have work in the warm weather of Florida."
locations, partaking in manual labor and taken spring break trips to Virginia,
A group of 17 Trinity students left of studying at least one other language
helping out the local community.
Florida, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Saturday morning bound for Jacksonville. because it is through language that you
Alternative Spring Break has been a Georgia," he said.
It was a 20-hour bus ride, and there was really fully understand how differently peoconstant feature of Habitat for Humanity
Last year, Habitat for Humanity trav- only one stop along the way. Even ple can think and approach the world
since around 1994, but it is also a part of eled to New Orleans, which was still suf- though the group was shy at first, they from the way you grow up," said Risser.
a larger program, known as Collegiate fering in the aftermath of Hurricane
see FACULTY on page 5
Challenge. Joseph Barber, Community Katrina. This year, however, the group
see STUDENTS on page 13

Three Students Granted $10,000 byDavis Projects for Peace Award
By LAUREN TURLIK
NEWS EDITOR

Three Trinity freshmen have
been granted $10,000 in order to
implement their proposal to promote global peace this summer.
Vinit Agrawal '10, Matthew
Phinney '10, and Michael Pierce
'10 are one of the 100 groups
that received the grant as part of
the Davis Projects for Peace
award. The three students will
focus on installing solar tukis
(meaning lamps in Nepali) in
rural parts of Nepal as part of
their "Community Approach to
Solar Lighting" project.
The Davis Projects for Peace
award is made possible by
Kathryn Wasserman Davis, who
has funded the $1 million initiative in celebration of her 100th
birthday. "I want to use my
100th birthday to help young
people launch some immediate
initiatives that could bring new
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thinking of the prospects for
peace in the world," said Davis.
Chaplain Dan Heischman
headed the selection committee.
Students from 76 institutions
around the country were eligible
to submit proposals. The proposal had to incorporate a high
degree of vision, compassion,
and practicality and could take
place either in the United States
or at another international location. The main objective, however, had to "press the boundaries
of our current views of achieving
world peace," said President
James F. Jones in a public invitation to submit proposals.
Agrawal, Phinney, and Pierce
hope to impact the world by
showing how peace can be
achieved in Nepal with a community system of solar-powered
lights. "As freshmen, we were
honored to be one of the teams
selected for the grant, and I feel
that it not only provides a won-

derful opportunity to help some
of the poorest citizens of the
world, but also a chance to experience different cultures," said
Phinney.
The group focused on current trends in economic inequality and competition over nonrenewable
resources,
more
specifically how these aspects
relate to the Maoist insurgency
that has disrupted peace in
Nepal for over a decade. "As we
can see, most of the international conflicts are caused for oil
and other petroleum products;
switching from a non-renewable
energy source to renewable is
compulsory at this stage. Our
project deals with such a switch
in use of energy source in rural
parts of Nepal: a switch from
kerosene lamps to solar tukis,"
said Agrawal, who is originally
from Kathmandu, Nepal.
Joe Tarzi

see FRESHMEN on page 4

Baseball Dominates
Over Spring Break
The Trinity Men's Baseball team
were 9-1 on their Spring Training
trip to Fort Myers, Florida, Page 24

Freshmen Michael Pierce, Vinit Agrawal, and Matthew Phinney won a Davis award.

Opinions: Student dismisses one-sided Trin publication, page 7
Tales from Abroad: David Slatkin writes from Belfast, page 11
Arts: Harry Potter heartthrob stars in British play Equus, page 15
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Racism, Apathy Still Problematic,"
March 13). I'm disappointed if not
I am writing to express my disap- surprised to hear that Trinity continpointment at the Tripod's decision to ues to struggle with difficulties that
run photographs taken last Sunday plagued it 13 years ago and date back
on the quad after senior brunch. It long before that. To me the prevailmay seem hypocritical to suggest that ing impression was that Trinity
a bunch of streakers would want their worked just fine for many people,
privacy protected — I mean hey, but for a lot of others in search of
they're running around naked on the something beyond the very basics
quad! But perhaps what motivates that the school had to offer — whatthese brave souls just as much as their ever that something might have been
intoxication is the knowledge that — Trinity tended to come up short.
this is something you only do once; The College was, and apparently
you flash some skin and maybe turn remains, steeped in a culture of coma few cartwheels in a fleeting moment placence that created a sort of intelof exhilaration, and then it's over. lectual and social inertia and weighed
Perhaps if some of them had known on efforts to effect change.
that they would be exposed all over
In terms of the Greek system, the
again via the Tripod, they wouldn't College was always unable to muster,
have participated and we would all enough sustained interest either to
have missed out! But seriously, run- eradicate that system altogether or,
ning photos of the event is a violation more simply, to construct a dynamic
— both of the students' rights and enough campus culture that the
the essence of this tradition. Doing so Greeks would no longer constitute
will surely secure its demise.
such an unavoidable presence. In
KATIE BREWER either case, the goals are presumably
CLASS OF 2007 similar: to galvanize a broader student
base to participate in structuring the
Alum Praises Tarzi's Article on
academic and social experience on
Past and Present Trin Problems campus; to foster a larger sense of
Thanks to Joe Tarzi for dusting community among students with
off the Feb. 15, 1994 issue of the fewer internal partitions; and maybe
Tripod and quoting from my com- in the process to peel away some of
mentary within it ("Trinity's Issues of the "apathy" label that has been

affixed to Trinity seemingly forever.
When issues like widespread apathy and lack of interaction among different groups or ethnicities persist,
Trinity's small size becomes restrictive
rather than supportive. Upon graduating and returning to New York City,
I was pleased to rediscover an energy
and diversity — of people, of interests,
of activities, of ideas — that I often
found lacking during my years on
campus. It would be nice if the college eventually found a way to rectify
these problems, which frustrate students and prevent Trinity from breaking through to the top tier of liberal
arts colleges. As the past 13 years
seem to indicate, however, I would
not hold my breath.
When you read the Tripod in
2020, don't be surprised if they're
quoting from your 2007 editorial to
illustrate how similar things still are.
MICHAEL ANEIRO

CLASS OF 1994

March 13, 2007 Corrections
In the article, "Trin Equestrian Team
Holds First Home Show of the
Season," Morgan Schofer '10 was
incorrectly identified as placing at the
Conn. College Show. Monique
Tarrant '08, who was identified as not
placing at the UConn show, did not
attend that show.

Excuse Me, But Do You Speak English?
During my two plus years here at
Trinity, my proudest accomplishment
has to be my progress in my various
• language '.classes;' As a Classics major,
my tally is up'to five languages- (yes,
I'm bragging), and I plan on stinting
number six, German, next year. I cannot help but wonder at the amount
of Americans who know only one
language and seem content with that.
As any student who has studied
abroad will tell you, it is a challenging experience (even if you do know
the language well) to immerse yourself in society where the culture and
language are so different. Many
times, Americans assume that everyone knows English, and we try to
converse in our Spanglish, Frenglish,
whatever you will, much to the chagrin of our foreign neighbors.
As our College .and our country
gravitate more towards global unity,
it is unfathomable that so many of us
speak only our own language and
seem resistant towards learning
another. In foreign countries, children are often taught at least three
languages in elementary school

alone, and most grow up easily able
to converse in six or more languages.
Look at the Stop & Shop in
Hartford, for example. If you peruse
the aisles, you wilt notice that the
signs are in both Spanish and
English. Go to northern Vermont or
New York, and you'll see French
(because, yes, some Canadians do
speak French). In America, we are all
immigrants from somewhere, and
there is no "one language" that ought
to be spoken.
Naturally, I support a language
requirement at Trinity. In fact, if I
had my way, I would support a second language requirement for the
entire country. Studying another language exposes you to an entirely different culture and way of thinking.
And, as a bonus, scientific studies
have suggested that bilingual and
trilingual speakers are more intelligent than those that only speak one
language.
Trinity has consistently portrayed
itself as a college interested in urban
and global studies, and it would be
hypocritical if we placed such an

emphasis on this without requiring
students to learn a second language.
Languages are the one subject that
transcend fields, courses, majors, and
careers, i'tnd: one subject: that" will
undoubtedly have an enormously
positive impact on your future life.
It is arrogant and selfish for
Americans to assume that everyone
will (and must) speak English - it
implies that. other cultures and languages are secondary to our own, and
it shows no effort on our part to be
an active and informed participant in
the world.
Those who feel that a second language requirement would be detrimental have not fully considered the
consequences. Learning another language might take extra time and
effort, but not learning one is an
egregious error in our uncertain and
ever-changing world.
So next semester, when you're
looking for that, fourth or fifth
class, sign up for Italian, French,
Chinese, Arabic, or any other language, and know that you will be
better for it.
-KN

ERASMUS PRIZE IN THE HUMANITIES
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PRIZE: $1,000
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Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5
p.m. 'on the Friday before publication. Letters should be
addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual.
Letters over 300 words in length and opinion, submissions
over 800 words in length will not be published, though
exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under
special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters
will be published. However, names may be withheld at the
author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters
deemed by the editors to be an attack on an individual's
character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
Ail letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Tripod.
The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via Campus Mail Box 702582
E-Mail; tripod@trincoll.edu

The Erasmus Prize in the Humanities is awarded annually to the Junior or Senior judged
to have written the best essay in the Humanities during or after completion of the
Sophomore year.
The submission can be in the form of an essay written for a course, adapted from
course-work, or one specially written for the competition.
Questions? E-mail kenneth.lloydjones@trincoll.edu
All submissions (four copies) due to the office of Modern Languages and Literature
(Seabury 45) no later than
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Faculty Members Discuss Areas in Need of Curriculum Changes
ByJORDYNSIMS
OPINIONS EDITOR
On Wednesday, March 14,
and Thursday, March 15, the faculty members of Trinity College
convened in an open forum to
discuss the possible curriculum
changes proposed by the
Curricular Review Committee.
The committee was created in
the spring of 2002. Following a
report and subsequent discussion, the faculty identified three
areas of Trinity's curriculum
that ought to receive attention
while
rethinking
General
Education requirements: science,
second language learning, and
the distribution requirement.
Proposals were drafted and follow-up reports were compiled in
the subsequent years, with the
eventual integration of said proposals into one plan.
The Curriculum Committee
has now developed a new set of
general education proposals,
which are a product of earlier
proposals and their critiques.
Six proposals were brought
before the faculty for discussion.
Sports Editor James Kukstis '10
outlined these in detail in the
Tripod
article,
"Current
Requirements Under Review"
(03/13/07). They, include recommendations for a second-lan-

guage foundational requirement,
variations on the First-Year
Seminar requirements, a writing
requirement for all students,
including two writing intensive
classes, a Hartford and Global
Engagement
requirement,
requirements for co-curricular
involvement, and the re-establishment of the General
Education Council. Each of
these proposals was discussed at
the faculty open forums.
There were many concerns
voiced by faculty members at
the open forum regarding the
proposals. The majority of these
centered on the Urban-Global
distribution requirement and the
second-language requirement.
Regarding the Urban-Global distribution requirement, John
Mertens, Associate Professor of
Engineering, brought up the
issue of whether Trinity has
enough seats in the classes necessary to meet these requirements. Brownell Professor of
Philosophy Richard Lee was also
concerned that the word "global" was too broad, and worried
that there was not enough definition for this requirement.
Professor of History and
Department Chair Gary Reger
added that he felt that the committee was leaving history out of
the global requirement.
His

concern lies in the lack of historical context for a requirement
that definitely needs such context in order to understand the
contemporary issues that he
feels are being overemphasized.
Johannes Evelein, Associate
Professor of Modern Languages
and Literature also questioned
why the urban requirement
should be limited to Hartford
when there could be so many
excellent opportunities for students who were, for example,
abroad.
Regarding the co-curricular
activity requirement, Mertens
worried about the logistics of
such a requirement. Committee
member
David
Reuman,
Associate
Professor
of
Psychology, responded that the
program would be modeled after
a program at Kalamazoo College
in Michigan, which inspired this
requirement.
Concerning the adjustments
to the First-Year Seminar requirement, Jack Dougherty, Associate
Professor and Director of the
Educational Studies Program,
asked, "how can we do more
with less?" He felt that he simply did not have "enough information to be comfortable as a
faculty member at a fiscally
strained institution to make
decisions [such as this which

would require more money]. which was brought up conWhether we can afford this is cerned whether the language
my
primary
concern," requirement was the right thing
to do for the school. Charles
Dougherty said.
The predominate amount of A. Dana Professor of Biology
time was spent debating the sec- Craig Schneider cautioned the
language departond-language
There were many conment that, as he
requirement. Kat
Archer, Associate
cerns voiced by faculty experiences in
his science classProfessor
of
members at the open
es now, that the
Biology, said that
forum
regarding
the
"culture of the
her "concern is
class
will change
that that will be
proposals. The majority
dramatically"
a barrier for IDP
of these centered on
due to the stustudents who are
the Urban-Global disdents who are
working full-time,
only in the class
some of them
tribution requirement
in order to fill a
including childand the second-lanrequirement and
care and family
guage
requirement.
who
do not have
responsibility on
any
real
motivatop
of
that.
Most language courses are five tion for taking the class.
times a week. For a lot of IDP Schneider also said that, for scistudents they can make college ence students, learning another
work by planning a three or four language has little purpose as
hours block during the week to the scientific world speaks
fit in with their family and work English. In response, Reuman
related
responsibilities." replied that students in other
Reuman responded that there countries who do not speak
could be more reasonable times English as a first-language and
created, as has been done for the who wish to study science must
Numerical Reasoning require- therefore learn English, a second
ment that is currently in place. language.
Evelein added that there are also
Ellsworth Morton Tracy
self-instructional language pro- Lecturer and Professor of
grams in which IDP students Religion Frank Kirkpatrick also
could participate.
The main issue, however,
see COMMITTEE on page 6

OCL. Reopens Doims. to Tnn^tudenls. Registrars Office Moves
ByKATYNOLIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
On Thursday, March 15,
Director of Campus Life Amy
DeBaun announced that Trinity
dormitories will revert to their
original open residential access
policy. Under the new policy,
Trinity students can access any
residence hall with their I.D.
card.
On Sept. 9, 2006, after a slew
of prank fire alarms in residence
halls, the Office of Campus Life,
under instructions from the
Hartford
Fire Department,
decided to revoke open access to
all Trinity dormitories. This decision did not originate from the
Trinity administration, but from
a compromise with the Hartford
authorities in an attempt to prevent acts of vandalism and prank

fire alarms in residence halls.
dent body. At the beginning of
The decision to close all resi- each academic year, the students
dence halls angered many stu- living in the dormitory would
dents and parents,
vote on an
Sindents were initially
who felt that the
access referenpolicy
would
concerned that, in the
dum,"
which
directly impact
would
decide
if
event of an emerthe safety of stuthe hall would
gency, they would not
d e n t s .
remain open to
Additionally, for
be able to access other all students or
students
living
dormitories, particular- just its resioff-campus
on
dents.
The
ly when walking late at closed
Crescent Street or
dorm
at
the
night along Crescent
policy effectiveConnecticut
ly removed this
Street and the Long
Culinary Institute,
referendum, and
Walk.
the policy meant
actively closed
that they could
all dormitories
not access any Trinity dormitory regardless of residents' desires.
or laundry area.
The new decision to reopen
Before the closed dorm poli- residence halls comes amidst
cy was put into effect, each resi- safety concerns expressed by studence hall would typically
see POLICY on page 4
remain open to the entire stu-

to Trinity Commons

Joe Tarzi

JoeTarzi

The Office of Campus life announced that all dorms (like Summit North and South, above) will now be open to all students.

The former CPTV building at 240 New Britain
Ave. known now as Trinity Commons opened for
business on Monday, March 26 when the
Registrar moved into its spacious new office.
While the building, which features four replacement dance studios and a large, modern black
box theater, will not officially open until May 1,
some professors were seen moving into their new
offices and most other offices were already
labeled with the names of the faculty residing in
Seabury that will occupy them.
The newly renovated building features many
large, well-lit offices and the color scheme
throughout the building is immediately noticible
as Trinity's classic blue and gold.
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News In Brief
Trinity to Host Annual FireFighting Robot Contest
The 14th Annual Fire-Fighting Home Robot Contest
is set to be held April 14-15 in the Oostings Gymnasium
at Trinity College. This year's contest will introduce a
new event, Robot Hide and Seek (RHS). The objective
of this event is to create a robot that can find a frightened, hiding child in a simulated house and alert the
controller in the shortest time. Cash awards will be
given to first, second, and third prize winners in each
category.
Teams from Canada, the United Kingdom, China,
South Korea, Brazil, Israel, and all across the U.S. have
already registered, and this year's competition is shaping up to be fierce. With a small staff running the entire
competition, the maximum number of robots is limited
to 120. Under the direction of Dr. David Ahlgren, Karl
W. Hallden Professor of Engineering, online registration
has already begun and will continue until March 25.
For more information on the Trinity College FireFighting Home Robot Contest, please visit the Web site:
www. trin col I. edu/e vents/ro b ot.

Hip Hop Festival Scheduled
for March 30 Through April 1
Following last year's highly successful First Annual
International Hip Hop Festival at Trinity College, which
made international headlines on the BBC for its efforts
:o "change the world through hip-hop," this year's
weekend of hip-hop performances, lectures, films, and
discussions from March 30 to April 1 will continue to
elebrate hip hop as a unifying factor across racial, ethnic, and socvoecpnomic backgrounds.

Freshmen Plan Solar Tukis in Nepal
documentary of their work to
activities.
To accomplish their goals, share with the Trinity communiThe solar tuki is a light emit- Agrawal, Phinney, and Pierce tyting diode (LED) solar lighting will travel to Nepal in late May
The proposal estimates that
system consisting
and will stay the group will directly help over
of two 0.3 Watt
until mid June. 1,000 individuals, but the
"We hope our project
lamps with builtOnce they have national and international recwill vastly improve the
in Nickel Metal
arrived they will ommendations could help bilH y d r i d e
use public trans- lions. "We hope our project will
standard of life in this
rechargeable batportation
to vastly improve the standard of
village, but more
teries, which are
reach
Banepa life in this village, but more
importantly, we hope
charged by a 3
and will walk importantly, we hope our projWatt solar photoour project will serve as eight miles to ect will serve as a model," said
voltaic panel. It
reach their proj- Pierce. "I think it will show that
a model"
is a safe, effiect site. Hired the third world can lead in
cient, inexpenhelp, at minimal changing over to sustainable
sive, low-maintecost, in Banepa energy solutions, and that a
- Michael Pierce '10
nance
light
will assist in the small increase in the quality of
source that provides eight hours transportation of equipment. life for some of the world's
of continuous light and runs on The group will educate local cit- poorest citizens can go a long
renewable energy. The solar tuki izens in the operation and main- way in terms of promoting
provides a clean alternative to tenance of the solar tuki, imple- peace. We hope our project will
kerosene lamps.
ment the first solar tuki in get replicated all over the
The most unique aspect of Kavrepalanchowk, and create a world."
the group's proposal is their creation of a community charging
center. They plan to group the
solar panels together, rather
than installing separate panels
into individual homes, to reduce
costs by 20 percent. Panels will
be grouped near a school in
order to encourage locals to
send their children to school,
aiming toward increasing literacy
rates.
Currently there are 2.6 million homes without electric
lighting in Nepal. The group
hopes that by installing solar
tukis it will allow for there to be
extended light hours that will
increase time for studying, readwww.cru.uea.ac.uk
ing, and* incorne-generating Three Trinity freshmen plan to install solar lamps throughout rural areas offfepal.
continued from page 1

Policy Aims to Increase Campus Safety
continued from page 3

access limited to residents only.
The concern for personal safety,
dents and parents. Students were however, outweighs this gain,"
initially concerned that, in the she said.
event of an emergency, they
DeBaun indicated that inciwould not be able to access dents of vandalism by students
other dormitories, particularly have significantly decreased with
when walking late at night along limited access, but she is hopeful
Crescent Street and the Long that students will continue this
Walk.
positive trend
In response
with the dorms
"At the beginning of the
to these conopen. "I am
year,
the SGA was firmly
cerns,
the
hoping that if
Office
of
we reopen the
opposed to the complete
Campus
Life
halls, the conclosing of the dorms. [...]
established
tinued pattern
We are extraordinarly
"Blue
Light
of low vandalZones" around
ism and ' fire
pleased to see that stucampus, which
alarm rates will
dents will have unfettered
were designated
continue,5'
access
to
dorms,
but
I
ceropen
dorms
DeBaun said.
and buildings
"This is obvitainly hope this will not
in central locaously up to all
be followed by a wave of
tions
that
of you. Your
fire alarm related issues."
could be used
vigilance
in
as
shelter.
holding others
However, after
accountable for
- SGA President Devin
several violent
bad behavior is
incidents
on
Romanul '07
paramount."
Crescent Street
"At
the
and Allen Place, as well as a beginning of the year, the SGA
Campus Safety Forum held at was firmly opposed to the comGallows Hill, the Office of plete closing of the dorms.
Campus Life decided the reopen- While we understood the need
ing of dorms would be in the to prevent unnecessary fire
best interests of the students.
alarms from being pulled, we felt
In an e-mail to students, that students should be permitDeBaun stressed the individual ted to have at least some access
responsibility that is necessary if to the dorms," said SGA
the open dorm policy is to con- President Devin Romanul '07.
tinue. "Common area vandalism "We are extraordinarily pleased
and pulled fire alarms [...] have to see that students will have
been dramatically lessened with unfettered access to dorms, but I

certainly hope this will not be
followed by a wave of fire alarm
related issues."
"I'm ecstatic that the dorms
are open because it's so much
more convenient for letting
friends in and for security measure - if you feel threatened, you
can go into another dorm for
safety," said Sarah Blanks '10.
Freshman
Christina
Gustavsson was also impressed
by the change. "I think they're a
very good idea and it's a good
safety precaution," she said.
Some students, however,
worry that campus safety and
vandalism issues, particularly
regarding fire alarms, will continue, and fear that simply opening
the dorms will not resolve either
issue.
Under this new policy, dormitory residents will again have
the option of choosing whether
the hall will have open or closed
access. This year, there will not
be an automatic referendum for
every dorm; if individual residents want their dormitory to be
closed, they need to contact
their R.A. or Area Coordinator,
who will then schedule a referendum. In future years, this referendum will be scheduled for the
beginning of each academic
year.
As in previous years, dormitories located near the Life
Sciences Center quad will be
closed over Spring Weekend
(Friday through Sunday) for student safety.

Trinity College Housing Fair
On Wednesday, March 14, the SGA Housing
Committee hosted the Trinity College Housing
Fair in the Washington Room at Mather Hall.
The Fair was advertised on the Trinity Exchange
and featured representatives from various apartment complexes around the Trinity College
campus who were made available to answer
questions about their rental properties.
Among the properties available were:
Morgan at the Park: Hartford's Premier Luxury Hi-Rise
600 Asylum Ave., Hartford, CT, 06105
(860) 549-5090
Union Place Apartments
600 Asylum Ave., Hartford, CT, 06105
(860) 549-5090
The Elms at Allen Place and Vernon Street
(860) 798-4665 or (203) 217-2512
Hartford 21
221 Trumbull St., Hartford, CT, 06103
(860) 525-2121
Clemens Place Apartments
16 Owen St., Hartford, CT, 06105
(860)233-2618
The Temple Street Townhouses
29 Temple St., Hartford, CT, 06103
(860) 768-3500
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Faculty Opinions Vary on Importance of Language Requirements
continued from page 1
"There is so much embedded
in language that just doesn't
come through in translation. You
don't really have an understanding of that until you grapple with
it first hand." Risser has found
through her own teaching experience that "sometimes students
will come into language classes
and they won't be quite sure if
this is what they want to do, particularly if they've had less than
positive high school experiences.
But I can't think of any student
who has ever regretted taking the
language once they've gotten
through it and completed a
semester."
Evelein pointed out that a language requirement would influence Trinity students' relationship
with the surrounding world. It
would encourage future students
to go abroad, because, as Evelein
said, "the moment students set
foot on campus, they would have
to give language learning some
thought as to which language
they want to pursue" and "think
down the road about studying
abroad."
Evelein and Risser also argue
that the language requirement is
crucial to reinforce Trinity's role
in global engagement. "If Trinity
is really changing its profile, then
doesn't it make sense to say global and require language? How
could you regard your curriculum

as globally oriented without an
emphasis on language?" Evelein
asked.
"You can't really think globally or act globally on anything but
the most superficial level in
English alone," Risser explained.
Evelein added, "I would point to
the inherent logic of such a
requirement. It would be illogical
to go global without a requirement. Of course, not everyone
agrees."
Because not everyone agrees,
the requirement has not been
taken lightly by the Curriculum
Committee, which has examined
several drafts of the proposal and
has yet to accept it. The current
draft calls for students to either
"demonstrate at the time of their
matriculation proficiency in a second language to a level equivalent
to the third semester of a college
sequence in a language," which
would be measured by a placement test, or to "attain such proficiency prior to their graduation." Students who have not
mastered a language in high
school could accomplish this proficiency by taking two semesters
of an intensive language course,
which usually meets more frequently than other classes, for 1.5
credits rather than just one credit.
Some argue that this requirement, in addition to the current
ones, could overload students and
interfere with their desired courses of study at Trinity. "There are

THE TEMPLE STREET
'WNHOUSES
29 Temple Street, Hartford, CT
Ph: 860-768-3500
TempleStfeetTownhouses.com

• New, fully furnished homes
• On site garage parking
Includes:
• Heat
• Hot water
Electricity
Central air
Wi-Fi
Fully applianced kitchens
Full size washer & dryer in
each townhouse
Cable TV
Local phone service

some concerns about whether
students can do it," said Evelein.
"Will they have enough time to
fulfill the requirement, because
many language classes meet five
times a week?"
Evelein defends the current
proposal. "Language learning is
something that you have to have
enough exposure to or it doesn't
really amount to much."
Professor of Biology Daniel
Blackburn "basically supports the
language requirement" but has
some concerns. Blackburn reports
that his son, who graduated from
Trinity in 2004 and is now a medical student, says that his one
regret about courses at Trinity is
that he did not take a foreign language. Yet Blackburn also believes
that the proposed foreign language requirement could be especially burdensome for pre-med
students because the 1.5 credit
introductory sequence demanded
by the more popular languages,
such as Spanish, Italian, and
French, is a "major obstacle for
science and engineering students."
He points out that Arabic or
Chinese can be started in a one
credit course, but Italian or
Spanish would require 1.5 credits
to start. "Science students with
labs find it very difficult to work
in a 1.5 credit language course
without really overloading their
schedule. It scares them away."
Blackburn sees it as an "almost
impossible task of finding room"

in a pre-med's schedule for a 1.5
credit course because "the 1.5
credit classes also wipe out two
class times and cause scheduling
problems." This problem could
potentially be solved by making
100 level language courses count
for one credit.
A language requirement on
top of the current requirements
could have a detrimental impact
on future applicants. Two-thirds
of colleges require a foreign language, and perhaps Trinity's decision to drop it has helped
increase the applicant pool.
Evelein acknowledges that some
are "philosophically, fundamentally opposed to requirements,
period. They think we should
have an open curriculum and that
students should be able to make
decisions as they see fit."
Blackburn agrees that reinstating a language requirement is likely to "modify our applicant pool
for future classes. The addition of
distribution requirements eliminated the student population who
came to avoid taking a science or
art course instead of for positive
reasons of what Trinity offered."
He suggested that adding a language requirement could have a
similar effect, but that it "will signal students that we are serious
about the larger world."
Max Meltzer '10 likes having
more freedom when it comes to
choosing his schedule, and said,
"I took a foreign language in high

school but I don't know if I'd
reach the required proficiency
level. I like not having the pressure of taking another language."
Michael Frangieh '10 doubts
the benefits of a foreign language
requirement to uninterested students, saying, "I don't think that
a foreign language requirement is
a good idea, because a student
needs to be passionate about a
language in order to really learn
it."
The reinstitution of a language
requirement raises questions
about what subjects are necessary
for students, as citizens, to be
exposed to as part of a wellrounded liberal arts education.
Blackburn is disappointed with
"the total absence of any improvement in the minimalist science
component of the distribution
requirement," and adds, "I do not
believe that students who take
only a single college science
course are truly prepared to
engage in the debate about all of
the ways in which science and
technology interact with public
decision making."
While there may always be
some controversy as to how
involved Trinity should be with
guiding students' courses of
study, the vetting of the foreign
language requirement is an opportunity for students to speak out
for or against such a requirement,
as well as other requirements they
may feel strongly about.
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News from the NESCAC
Colby College: Colby has been awarded more than $400,000 from the National Science
Foundation to fund research in chemistry and to attract and retain minority students in the sciences. Jeffrey Katz, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, submitted the winning proposal. Colby
was the only four-year undergraduate institution on the list of 35 chemistry winners. Katz's
proposal also contains a mentoring component and aims to make research an integral part of
the first-year experience.
Wesleyan University: A $2.5 million pledge from Board of Trustees member Joshua Boger '73,
and Amy Boger will support planning for a new molecular and life sciences building at
Wesleyan. Payette Associates of Cambridge, Mass., is working with faculty in the molecular
and life sciences disciplines on programming and feasibility studies for the building, which
would replace the Hall-Atwater Laboratory. These studies will provide the basis for a schematic design to be completed within a year. A $1 million gift from Board of Trustees member
George Ring P '98 '02 and his family has supported the initial planning. The Bogers' gift is
intended both to support this work through the schematic design phase and to catalyze further fundraising for the project. The building is expected to provide at least 175,000 square
feet of space and to cost at least $125 million. If fundraising proceeds quickly, construction
could begin as early as 2009.
Williams College: Williams College will celebrate its 218th Commencement on June 2-3, 2007.
News anchor Katie Couric will deliver the College's Commencement address on Sunday, June
3. Sri Lanka Supreme Court Justice Shiranee Tilakawardane will deliver the Baccalaureate
address on Saturday, June 2. Couric is anchor and managing editor of the "CBS Evening News
with Katie Couric," a "60 Minutes" correspondent, and the anchor of CBS News primetime
specials. The first woman to anchor solely a network evening newscast, Couric is considered
one of the most popular television personalities of the time. A Supreme Court judge in the
Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, Tilakawardane is known as a "peace-builder."
Tilakawardane was the first woman Court of Appeal judge, president of the Court of Appeal,
high court judge, admiralty court judge, and state counsel to the Attorney General's department in Sri Lanka.
Connecticut College: Connecticut College President Leo I. Higdon, Jr. returned to the College
of Charleston, where he served as president from 2001 to 2006, to attend the dedication ceremony for the College's Leadership Center, which was named for Higdon and his wife, Ann.
At the ceremony, a portrait of Lee Higdon was unveiled and the historic campus building was
officially named the Ann and Lee H. Higdon Student Leadership Center. The College's Board
of Trustees decided to name the building after the Higdons when Higdon announced he was
leaving the College last year to become president of Connecticut College. In five years as president, Higdon oversaw the College of Charleston's transformation from a regional university
to a nationally-known liberal arts and sciences institution.
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Committee to Propose
Cumcular Requirements
continued Bom page 3

the
proposed
curriculum
changes
will
take
time.
mentioned that Trinity is trying However, the committee plans
to create a more diverse student to introduce a motion at the
body and recruit more science April 10 faculty meeting for
students, and that by adding a approval. These proposals will
second-language requirement, then be recommended to the
Trinity may deter such students Board of Trustees for adoption.
from even applying to Trinity,
The five proposals were
much less choosbrought before
ing Trinity as
the
Student
The final decision
their college.
G
o
v
e
r
n
ment
regarding the proposed
At the end of
Association on
curriculum changes will Monday, March
the discussion,
Associate
26 for comments,
take time. However,
Academic Dean
the committee plans to concerns, and
Ronald Spencer
suggestions.
introduce a motion at
expressed that
Committee memhe felt that the
bers
Professor
the April 10 facultyhappiest he had
R
e
u
m a n ,
meeting for approval.
seen students on
Whitney
Hart
campus
was
'09, and Emily
when Trinity had an open cur- Cooperman '07 were present to
riculum.
answer questions and hear comSchneider echoed this emo- ments from SGA members.
tion, saying, "open curriculum Concerns brought up included
really did work for most stu- how the language requirement
dents" and that "there are a lot would affect the number of
of institutions where it works." classes students would have to
He also suggested that "maybe take and whether students such
some requirements could apply as pre-med and engineering
to certain departments, not the majors would have room in their
entire curriculum," and that schedules.
through major requirements,
If other members of the
departments could decide which Trinity community would like to
requirements they wanted to add their input, the Curriculum
keep and which they did not feel Committee co-chairs, Dan Lloyd
would aid their students.
and David Reuman, invite you
The final decision regarding to e-mail comments to them.
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Informed Choice Forces Students Need to Appreciate Criticism
Pro-life Opinion on Trin
By JAMES KUKSTIS
SPORTS EDITOR

By MICHAEL PONTONE
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

gent on Trinity's campus does not
deserve a voice. As a constructivist and an independent, I
I was fresh respect the expression of all forms
out of class on of political thought - as long as it
Tuesday after- is presented in a fair manner.
noon, March However, there was nothing fair
13, when I about this packet. I read two artidecided
to cles before I skimmed through
check my mail the publication and realized that
before picking all of the writing was reflecting
up a latte at Peter B's. Upon open- one political point of view. The
ing my mailbox I found, folded in editors of the collection should
with the junk flyers, a green and have known better than to stick
white packet with the words such a biased and fervently oneInformed Choice printed on the sided publication in a place where
front. This and the two promi- they knew all Trinity students
nent headlines, "Women Deserve would pick it up. The editors did
More," and "Freedom and its not give us a choice about
Abuse," caused me to assume that whether or not we wanted to
it was perhaps the latest issue of receive the publication. In fact,
the Women and Gender Resource no where on the front page is the
Action Center newsletter. Upon phrase "Pro-Life" even mentioned;
reading the packet, however, I one has to read through the packrealized that what I had assumed et before he or she knows what its
to be a feminist publication was overall message is. To put my
actually a packet that close-mind- annoyance into context, let me
edly espoused the so-called "injus- draw your attention to the differtice" of abortion. Cheap is the ence between picking up the
only way I can describe what the Tripod, and picking up Informed
editors of this packet were doing. Choice.
Before I get ahead of myself, I
When you pick up a copy of
want to point out that I'm not
saying that the Pro-life continsee VIEWPOINTS page 9
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nous.
Occasions have arisen, especially in the politically charged
Academic world that we now live in, when
freedom pro- students become more vulneratects professors ble to offense.
from instituThey assume that the profestional
disci- sor is only being offensive, and
pline for state- that there is no possible educaments
and tional value behind the expoopinions con- sure, This is instinctual, and
trary to the norm. Unless they entirely natural.
are entirely offensive and their
However for the student to
statements
are
harp on the
completely
point,
assuming
Instead of getting
unfounded, they
that they, the
offended, we should
cannot be fired
one who is volfrom their posiraise question to the
untarily opention.
ing themselves
validity of the point,
They can be
up to education
but take that answer
spoken with and
from a person
they can be repriinto consideration,
who is ex offimanded, but that
cio knowledgeshould it be valid. I
it.
But
when
able in the subis
can imagine myself
ject, is simply
push comes to
being completely
stubborn
and
shove, the real
naive.
backlash
will
engrossed in the fact
They are so
come not from
that I was offended, yet
caught up in the
the
employer,
if I don't use that expe- fact that what is
but from the
offensive is simTrinity commurience to change myself
ply
offensive,
nity.
and
to
recognize
the
and
nothing
What is said
way others see me, then more, that they
in a classroom is
for the instrucI am not functioning as block out the
potential mental
tion and educaa member of
construction
tion of the stuthat could othour society.
dents. In order to
erwise occur. It
Sain.^aiore, wellis
altogether
rounded educaunrealistic
for
students
to take
tional experience, it is vital that
students experience a wide themselves quite so seriously.
That being said, it is necesrange of differing opinions.
Going to school would oth- sary in our system of education
erwise be completely monoto- that checks and balances exist.

A professor may have free reign
in the classroom, but that does
not excuse him or her from the
necessary common sense that is
vital to relating to an audience.
It is the place of the College to
make sure that when a complaint is raised, it is dealt with
and the right course of action is
taken.
I find that people in general,
become offended far too easily.
So many people believe that the
way they think and the things
that they believe in are the
absolute and only right course
of action, and they are not open
to the possibility that they may
be wrong.
Instead of getting offended,
we should raise question to the
validity of the point, but also
take that answer into consideration, should it be valid.
I can imagine myself being
completely engrossed in the fact
that I was offended, yet if I
don't use that experience to
change myself and to recognize
the way others see me, then I
am not functioning as a member of our society.
We live in a social world, like
it or not, and everyone is constantly being scrutinized. This
shouldn't make us afraid, but it
should make us conscious.
The most eloquent verbalization of the endorsement of academic freedom can be found in
the 1940 statement of the
American
Association
of
University Professors.
see TRINITY on page 9

Requirements Hinder, Do Not Help
ByJOETARZI
MANAGING EDITOR
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Recently,
there has been
a good deal of
discussion
about curricular
changes.
Strangely
enough, to me
at least, all of the current suggestions involve adding requirements to the curriculum rather
than removing them. Last semester there was a very strong drive
to make community oriented
classes a part of the distribution
requirements and this semester
the focus is on a language
requirement.
The rationale behind all these'
requirements, at least officially,
is that they will help to create
better-rounded
students
at
Trinity and that they will open
our minds to new horizons and
further diches such as that. As
if the five distribution requirements weren't bad enough, members of the College are trying toforce more requirements down
our throats.
The simple fact is that new
requirements would be unwelcome - frankly we already have
too much to deal with without
having to ignore major require-

ments in order to fulfill distribu- er, and dare I say, more well
tion requirements by taking a rounded, under a completely
five-day a week language class open curriculum. I am a history
and so-forth. I'm all for becom- major, but I would cry if I had to
ing more well rounded, but I confine myself to that departwant to do it on my terms. As a ment (no offense to the departhistory major I do not believe ment, of course). I would like to
Calc I (a class, which coincident- take classes in the theatre and art
ly I took in high school and have history departments, but instead
of taking an actto
retake
at
ing course, I had
Trinity) will make
I'm all for becoming
to take Calculus
me a more well
more well-rounded, but I - that's not
rounded student,
only a waste of
I'm sorry but colI want to do it on my
my time, it's a
lege level matheown terms. As a
waste of the promatics is not a
history
major I do not
fessor's effort.
requirement for
my life anymore
Curricular
believe Calculus I (a
than Intro to
requirements
are
class, which coincidentA m e r i c a n
mainly
being
ly I took in, high
History would be
pushed by the
for your typical
professors, all
school and have to
chemistry major.
people
who
retake at Trinity) will
I don't advospecified their
cate instituting
make me a more wellfields of study at
new
requiregraduate school.
rounded student.
ments. Instead, I
What they may
advocate removing the old ones not realize is that for many of us
- not only are the distribution at Trinity, this is as specific as we
requirements a waste of time, are going to get. The majority of
they are a waste of money. I us are not going to go off to
took a science class which, while grad school and would like to
it was well taught, was less focus on our main interests
advanced than the same class I while we are here. There is a
took as a senior in high school, time and place for creating wellsimply because it is designed for rounded students and it's- called
the
requirement.
Students would be much happi-

see CLASSES on page 9
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Dear Jimmy

President Jones
®m® Answers Students'
Questions

What do you, as President of Trinity,
think about the reforms proposed by the
Curriculum Committee?

r

I would offer the following answer to
this week's Tripod question not only as
the current steward of the presidency here
at our College but also, and perhaps
more importantly, as a member of
Trinity's faculty. First, since the founding of the modern academy, in the 13th
century in Europe, faculties have, by tradition and practice,, held the two most
important parts of the academy in their hands: setting the curriculum and adjudicating who in the student body has met those curricular requirements. Nothing in the academy is more important that
the interstices of these two critically important responsibilities.
Second, knowledge itself is moving at such a pace in our time that
the days of a faculty's setting a curriculum and then safeguarding that
curriculum for long periods of time are gone, not to return in our
lifetimes, to be sure. I have been fascinated by the history of
American higher education for the past 30 years or so, and when one
examines the reign of particular curricular models (the famous Red
Book at Harvard for one example among many), one sees that in the
past, curricular models could hold for decades, with scant changes
around the edges. These past traditions have indeed passed into the
history books and have been replaced by constant reexamination and
modification. Curricular change, not curricular stagnation, will
become the rule and not the exception at schools across the United
States, and indeed across the world.
Third, at Trinity the faculty have been discussing the possibilities
of a different curricular model for some time now, but those discussions did not come to fruition until the present Curriculum
Committee, with a new Dean of the Faculty in the stellar appointment of Professor Fraden, put scores of hours of thought and deliberation into a new set of proposals.
I am delighted with the proposals as advanced to the faculty by
the Curriculum Committee arvd hope that every voting member of
tne faculty will attend the meeting at which the proposals will be
brought forward for formal votes. In the main, the reform underscores the centrality of the urban and international mission of a
Trinity education, as highlighted in the Cornerstones strategic planning document from the 2004-2005 academic year. The reform recalibrates a second language proficiency as central to that urban and
international focus of a Trinity education. The reform likewise deals
straightforwardly with a tightened sense of intellectual ethos on campus by requiring a set number of outside-the-classroom intellectual
experiences such as lectures, concerts, art exhibitions, and the like. In
totality, the reform presses the point of a liberal arts education.
Each member of the faculty will have her or his own designs on
what might theoretically make the reforms even stronger. In my case,
and in the best of all academic worlds (to borrow a cliche from
Voltaire), I personally would have liked a much tighter second language requirement, one that would have required students to demonstrate a real proficiency in speaking a language other than English.
Such a requirement, however, would put considerable strains on the
operating budget lines inside the Dean's office and would require
adding a number of full-time positions to the languages taught here.
In an ideal world, this would be my own personal dream, but in the
real world of budgetary realities that must be faced honestly, my personal dream will simply have to remain. And I am certain that each
of my colleagues on the faculty would have some similar personal
ideas about what could, in a perfect world, ideally be done.
However, the Curriculum Committee has done a very fine job of
examining how to improve a Trinity undergraduate education. The
Committee has done so within the budgetary realities we now face,
and the Committee members should be commended for bringing a
set of positive modifications to the faculty for their consideration.
As the national cohort of potential college-bound students starts
to shrink in the years to come, those liberal arts colleges that will
flourish will be those at which some distinguishing characteristics are
apparent in everything they do: where they are geographically, where
their students go to study abroad, what their students study on campus, in every conceivable way, and off. The proposals as advanced
by the Curriculum Committee are a decided improvement on bringing to a Trinity education just that sort of differentiation that will be
in the near future the mark of those colleges and universities that will
prosper and flourish.
y

Please send any questions for President Jimmy
Jones to tripod@trincoll.edu

Student Recounts Experience of
Staying at Trinity During Break
would be made available. After making
the arduous journey through the newly
fallen snow, I quietly cursed at the poster,
While other students which said the Cave would not be open
headed for the beautiful for the rest of the spring break.
beaches of Florida, the
Like so many villains and good guys, I
resorts of Cancun, or got on my knees, screaming a blood-curPuerto Vallarata, this dling "nooooooooo!" The passing internapoor chap was stranded tional students couldn't understand what I
at Trinity. No, I'm not was saying, but they could clearly tell I was
staying because of the severely distressed.
freak snowstorm. No, my parents have not
Now, the administration expects that
disowned me. No, I'm not avoiding my we'll all be packing our way out of here as
pregnant girlfriend. I
soon as that last class
stayed the whole week simI'm not even asking
ended. But for those few,
ply because I needed the
unfortunate
souls strandthat the administration
time off. From life, the
ed on campus, where's the
makes all the £ne-dinuniverse, everything. The
love for us? Jimmy Jones,
whole thing seemed maring of Mather Hall
San-Eou needs some love.
velous - until the snowI'm not even asking
available, but there
storm hit.
that the administration
should still be at least
makes all the fine-dining
Maybe it's ingrained
some options available. of Mather Hall available,
human instincts, but I
but there should still be at
went into hunter-gatherer
Throw us a bag of
least some options availmode that night. I made
bread and jelly; we'll be able. Throw us a bag of
the harrowing journey to
bread and jelly; we'll be
able to figure it out
Mather, only to find it
able to figure it out (does
closed. As the hunger fur(does the bread go on
the bread go on the jelly
ther tormented me, I lost
the jelly or is it the
or is it the other way
all hold on my inner cavearound?).
man.
other way around?)
I scrounged through
Now, I managed to
the dormitory, finding pieces of nourish- find enough food for the week, bartering
ment. Nothing was too taboo. I woke up with the others on this campus. You
the next morning with great pains, leading would not believe how hard it is to barter
me to figure that this is what killed off the with the international students.
cave-men: extreme diarrhea.
Luckily,
Intro
to
Cultural
Whether it's my faith (ha-ha) in the Anthropology taught me the art of hand
administration (even more ha-ha), but I
see STAYING on page 10
somehow believed that food services
By SAN-EOU LAN
FEATURES EDITOR

Hollywood Stars Should Not
Take Over Major News Sources
only substantial picture on the Web page.
Look, I get it. News about Hollywood
stars and former Playboy playmates draws
This
morning, in readers. But does news such as this
Tuesday, March 26, I have a place in news sources that call
opened my Internet Web themselves serious news providers? Ok,
browser as per usual. It it's sad, she died. So she died from a drug
is set to open to overdose. Again, it's sad, but there are
bbc.com and I usually places for news about Hollywood stars
spend a few minutes and those places are tabloids or magabrowsing the news zines, not major news sources.
before moving on to
It may be news, but that does not
mean it belongs on a
checking my e-mail and
major news Web site like
going about my day (ok, I
[...Jthere are places for
bbc.com, nytimes.com, or
may check my Facebook
news about
cnn.com. At the first
too).
news of her death, Smith
Generally speaking,
Hollywood stars and
took over the headlines
I'm happy with BBC's
those places are
for days. I remember
coverage of world news,
tabloids
or
magazines,
watching
the news a week
and if I see something big
after
her
death
and it was
going on in the United
not major news
still on the ticker running
States, I'll open the New
sources. It may be
at the bottom of the TV
York Times Web site as
news, but that does
screen. International jourwell, or the CNN Web
nalism
really needs to
site, to get their take on
not mean it belongs
reevaluate its values and
the event. However this
on a major news Web what it considers newswormorning when I read the
thy. It also needs to learn
site like bbc.com,
headlines on bbc.com I
that
there is a time and
was amazed to see that
nytimes.com, or
place
for Hollywood news.
beneath an article headlincnn.com.
Americans
in particuing, "Iraqi deaths survey
lar
have
this
obsession
'was robust,'" to find a
with
following
the
lives
of
Hollywood
headline about Anna Nicole Smith and
stars. Back when Jen and Brad broke it off
the cause for her death.
Lo and behold, when I went to the and he left her for Angelina (I don't need
New York Times Web site, there she was to use last names because we all know
exactly who I'm talking about) it was
again, this time below an article about
everywhere. We all shared in Jen's hearthealth insurance for the elderly. CNN
outdid itself, headlining the star's drug
overdose as the lead story, featuring the
see AMERICAN on page 9
ByJORDYNSIMS
OPINIONS EDITOR
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Trinity Must Appreciate Viewpoints Should Not Be Imposed
Prof.'s Rights to Speech
continued from page 7

continued from page 7

sonal choice, one that should be
respected, I believe she would
The last section of this state- still have a full head of hair. In
ment is a warning to professors moderation, criticism in any
that they must be constantly form is constructive. Even if the
aware of the fact that theyowill opinion stated has no basis in
be judged by people based on fact, you can use that as a learning experience that tells you not
what they say.
This judgment may be seen to act in the way that that peras insubstantial, but any public son did.
figure that has received backBut again, if we are only
going to dwell
lash for his or her
It is a shame that we
on the fact that
views will surely
we
disagree and
answer otherwise.
have to worry about
the assumption
Truly, no one
how we are seen in
that that person
wants to avoid
had ill intent,
interaction with
the public eye.
we are not movothers.
Celebrities will deny
ing in any direcRedemption
that
they
actually
care
tion.
will likely come,
This College
about this, and will
but
at
what
is
far
too worcost?It is a shame
attempt to simply
ried about how
that we have to
ignore the paparazzi
they are preworry about how
sented in the
we are seen in the
and say that they do
press.
To suppublic
eye.
not read what the
port someone is
Celebrities will
press writes about
not to endorse
deny that they
his
or
her
them. The most criticare
actually
beliefs.
To
simabout this, and
cized people in the
ply
acknowlwill attempt to
media,
though,
will
edge
that
a prosimply ignore the
fessor
possesses
eventually
erupt.
paparazzi and say
the right and
that they do not
read what the press writes about the background to say what they
have said will only serve to reinthem.
The most extremely criti- force their academic freedom.
cized people in the media,
The right-minded people though, will eventually erupt. that is, those who truly matter Weie Butney Speais not so will understand.
actions simply regarded as a per-

were realistic.

Classes Should Interest
Students, NotBe Forced
the 'history major who would
rather take three acting classes
high school. At college, let stu- instead of one math class.
Does the fact that I don't
dents decide what they are interwant to take math make me a
ested in and pursue it.
I think the professors and bad college student? No, of
administrators need to have a lit- course not. I simply don't have
an interest in
tle more faith in
that
field.
our ability to
By instituting these
Requirements are
handle our own
requirements you are
a bad idea - we
educations. I did
are
all
here
not take a lanessentially discriminatbecause we want
guage at Trinity ing against the person
to improve ourit's one of my
who
would rather have selves, and we all
biggest regrets,
strive to branch
but
while
I
an internship during
out as much as
always wanted to,
the academic year or
possible,
but
I could never
the history major who
forcing
that
find the time. If
there had been a
would rather take three notion upon us
merely
defeats
requirement,
acting classes instead of the purpose. No
would I have
one math class. Does
one goes into a
found a way to
class they don't
take a language?
the fact that I don't
want to be in
Of course, but
want to take math
with as much
my GPA in that
make me a bad college
enthusiasm and
course and in all
joy
as they do in
my others would
student? No, of course
classes they truly
not be what it is
not.
enjoy.
now.
While
If the College
most of us want
to stretch our wings, the reality forces a language requirement or
is that some of us are more able any other requirement on the
students, the only thing that will
than others to do so.
By instituting these require- result from it is that a lot more
ments you are essentially dis- students will know how to
criminating against the person express their depression in Latin.
who would rather have an internship during the academic year or

the Tripod, there are several factors at work. The Tripod is not
shoved into your mailbox, it is sitting in various places around campus so that one can choose to
look at it or not. The Opinions
section of the Tripod is clearly
labeled. The reader is aware that
what he or she is reading is not
meant to be taken as anything
more than the opinions of young,
fallible, college students. The
Tripod is not forced on students.
Informed Choice has a right
to exist, but editors: please do
not be irresponsible and force
your opinions on readers. Give
the packet a cover-page and call
the packet what it is - a Pro-life
publication. And most of all,
leave it in a place where someone can choose not to pick it
up. The placement of the publication robs individuals of choice
by not allowing them to not
look at it.
Now, the specifics. The packet
gives itself the misleading title of
Informed Choice while failing to
include articles from opposing
viewpoints. If the editor wanted
to give us an informed choice,
why just list the visceral, disturbing descriptions of abortions, as
seen on page two in the pointless

article by Valeria Barbier (when I
say pointless I am not exaggerating, there was no thesis and nothing that was trying to be proved.
The article was a series of descriptions of the mechanics of abortions)? If the editors wanted its
readers to be informed, why not
include the gory descriptions of
what childbirth entails? And while
Barbier gives the bloody descriptions of the mechanisms of two
kinds of abortions (sophomorically including an allusion to Nazi
concentration camps, I might
add), she fails to give the description of an abortion induced by
non-surgical means such as medical or chemical abortions.
Apparently the method of these
types of abortion lacked the
shock value that the writers were
going for.
One of the most disturbing
articles is also by Barbier, entitled
"Abstinence, an
Unpopular
Choice?" in which sex is portrayed as a reckless act and the
unquestionable responsibility of
women is to give birth once pregnant. What happened to the civil
rights movement? What happened
to the concept that women do
not have to be shackled to the
constraints of their body? As
human beings living in a modern
world, in which women may have

greater goals than having children,
it is irresponsible to treat a sexpositive mindset as shirking
responsibility. Barbier fails to realize that some women have made
the decision that they enjoy sex,
but do not feel that it is their
responsibility to give birth to a
child in the event that a pregnancy occurs. Apparently the editors
of the packet feel that sex for
pleasure ought to have some
unavoidable metaphysical consequences.
Once again, I have to make
clear that while I disagree with the
messages of the articles, I still feel
that the writers should have a
venue to express their opinions.
However, they should state clearly
that the articles are simply their
opinions and they should give the
reader a choice as to whether or
not he or she wants to read them.
If I had went to my mailbox, seen
nothing, and then went to Peter
B's to get my latte and saw a stack
of these packets on the counter, I
wouldn't be writing this article.
While I wouldn't have agreed with
the opinions I read, I would've
walked away knowing that it was
my choice to read them, and that
I had no one to blame but myself
Sadly, those responsible for
Informed Choice chose not to
give us any choice at all.

Along the Long Walk
If you could add a
curriculum requirement,
what would you add?

m
PL

continued from page 7

"Intermural rowing."
- Gary Moffat '08

"Sex Education."
Russell Bennum '10

"Ballroom Dancing."
- Aaron Sawitsky '08

"The Physics of the Razor
Scooter."
- Danny Gaynor '10

Sffftf i t
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Tripod Mini-Feed American Star Obsession Unhealthy

ly? Why am I not hiking Mount Smith, get up and do something
Everest right now? Well, for one with your life. We have so many
because I'm trying to finish the opportunities due to the privibreak.
leges we were
Perhaps herein lies one of the Opinions section
born with, if
reasons for our obsession with before midnight.
Things
such
as
Paris
only because we
following the lives of stars - it's But also because,
were
all lucky
Hilton's
latest
party,
a
comforting to see that other peo- even though it's
enough
to be
ple in the world share in the pain something
I
story about a man who
born in, or eventhat we all feel. Also, in light of would like to do,
hiked ot the top of
tually come to,
the current War on Terror and I'm content to sit
Mount Everest, a touch- A m e r i c a .
the disturbing death tolls in Iraq, here in my chair
Ok, so I'm not
along with the rest of the vio- and read about
ing charitable event about to hike
lence in the world, perhaps it's other
people
we all love to read
Mount Everest
nice to kick back and chuckle at doing it. Is this
this weekend. I
Nicole Richie's latest party foul. healthy? No.
about them, including
have a paper to
Yet there is another level to our
So many peomyself We live vicariwrite.
obsession. Things such as Paris ple in the world
ously through the
Hilton's latest party, a story today have fallen
But I am
about a man who hiked to the into the habit of
actions of other people.
going to go on a
top of Mount Everest, a touching neglecting to live
walk and just
But why do we have to
charitable act - we all love to their
lives.
soak up the sun
live vicariously?
read about them, myself includ- Instead of feedand live a little.
ed. We live vicariously through ing
And I'm not
the
the actions of other people. But Hollywood obsession by reading going to read anything about
why do we have to live vicarious- about stars such as Anna Nicole Anna Nicole Smith.
continued from page 8

On a scale of broken cars to
open dorms*
*with the demise of the rear view
mirror of MF's beloved
station wagon being a 1 and
easier access to Trin's dorms a 10

issues with Bessie: 1
While at home, MF drives a snazy Volvo station
wagon (which she fondly refers to as "Bessie").
On her way to pick up a friend from school, she
was adjusting Bessie's rear view mirror only to
discover that her last, evidently overly forceful
yank, left the mirror barely attached to the roof.
This provided for a rather dizzying experience
when MF bothered to use said mirror, though it
did add to her confidence in her muscle power.
She may not have been able to pick up her duffle bag on the way to the aiport, but she sure
can break plastic.

cholera epidemic in Tripod office: 4
A certain male sports editor (there are only two
sports editors and only one of them is male)
infected not only MF with his cholera-like
stomach bug, but also our esteemed Managing
Editor. The fact that Kukstis actually found a
stomach bug capable of knocking out the formidable casino critic Tarzi bumped this rating up
to a 4 from its original 1.

Staying at Trinity on Break Impossible
continued from page 8

open would be cost-ineffective, there is my health and sanity at
but all we really need is the 24 stake here.
gesturing, and I was able to hour study zone, and that's
Mr. President, give me my
secure some food, or at least never staffed during the dead steak and cheese! The College
what I thought was food. I shift.
should conduct a broad survey,
could've sworn the Thai girl gave
Stripped of my intellectual researching the number of stume fried bugs. Still delish development, I decided to work dents who choose to stay here
though.
on sculpting that instead.
During this
chiseled body.
During this whole
For the time being however,
easy access: 10
whole
serene
Hitting
the
pool
keeping
food services open is of
serene meditation
MF absolutely LOVES the new open dorm polimeditation thing,
seemed like a the greatest importance. Is it that
cy. Now she can avoid walking the extra 100
thing, I decided to
I decided to
good option - I much to ask that Mather be kept
feet around Jackson to get to the Tripod office
begin on my next
even open and some easy food
begin on my next gr$a,t could .
and can just wa\k down to the dungeon through
great novel (Look
believe
I
was options be made available'1
novel.[..] however, the
Jackson. Plus this makes Trincest outside of
for
my first
somewhere else,
It's unfair for the administralibrary kicked me out.
one's own dorm far more practical, which pronovel, Seducers
outside Trinity.
tion to discourage students from
vides entertaining stories for MF to laugh at.
of the Female
It seems that staying on campus because there
Sur, I spent the whole
Mind
on
ol'
Jimmy has it are no resources made available.
time in the computer
ebay.com); howout
for me,
Staying on campus should be
lab Facebooking my
ever, the library
because he has pitched as an attractive alternakicked me out.
even stripped me tive for low-budget vacationers.
childhood friend's best
Sure, I spent the
of my right to Here Jimmy, I already have the
friend's cousin, twice
whole time in the
enjoy a quick advertising pitch for you: Why
removed, but studentscomputer
lab
swim.
They go away when you have to come
Facebooking my
didn't even give back? Wait, we don't have to
deserve that right any
the one who studies too much, c h i l d h o o d
ByJORDYNSIMS
me time to pre- come back - one could always
day of the week
yet is never quite all there.
OPINIONS EDITOR
friend's
best
tend to be tan- transfer. Well, they don't know
One is always covered in friend's cousin,
ning on the that, right?
S o m e
some kind of paint and is the twice removed, but students beaches of Florida.
Well, here's what you get
things
never grounded one, shaken by noth- deserve that right any day of the
Now believe me, it's unfair of when you cut off campus
change.
I ing. Another is the rebel (her week.
me to be so selfish, demanding resources, students turn to their
know
it's latest rebellion is the addition of
The administration may so much when Trinity is under- next best friend on campus:
cliche, but real- cigarettes and a lighter to her argue that keeping the library going a budget crisis; however,
Mary Jane.
ly, it's true. purse). And of course there's
Over break I my one friend who would be
was struck by content to sit on the couch and
the fact that while some of my watch VH1 for the rest of her
friends may have changed in life (during high school it was
small ways (such as one picking Lifetime, but really, what's the
up the lovely habit of smoking), big difference between a borderat the end, we really never line soap opera on Lifetime and
change.
A prime (and pre- "America's Next Top Model"
dictable) example is my house. marathons?)
Sure, little things like the silverWe go off to college. We go
ware organizer have changed (no into the real world and find jobs
longer plastic, it's wood now - and our own apartments. Some
classy, Mom), and maybe there's of us will marry. Some will have
a new throw blanket in the liv- children.
ing room, but it still has that
But in the end, at the botnice, homey smell. It still makes tom-most level of our personalime feel warm and content ties, we'll always be those scared
inside. You can still see the Bay college freshmen who are waitArea when you stand on our ing anxiously for their first vacaporch. And of course the hot tion so they can go home. I
tub is still broken.
thought everything would have
OK, so a house remains the changed when I got home - I
same. But are people the same? prepared myself for a complete
I really think they are. After all transformation. But what I've
that my high school friends and discovered (and what I'm both
I have experienced in our respec- comforted by and terrified of) is
"But I don't have anyone else to play with."
tive colleges, we still have the that some things - specifically
same basic personalities. I'm people - never change.

Some Things, And People
Never Change Over Time

f

The above cartoon was published in the Sep. 24, 2002 issue of the Tripod. It was drawn by Christopher Silverman '03
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Tales Bom Abroad: A Wee Bit of Afternoon Delight in Belfast
By DAVID SLATF3N

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
If you are reading this, then it
is already too late. I have lost
myself and set my identity ablaze.
Belfast has corroded the false idols
of my unquestioned beliefs in the
American ideals of Truth, Liberty,
and Justice. This corruption of the

soul I believed to be my "self
struck like a blazing flash of lightning satori that left the moveable
corpse of my body thunderously
shuddering. While my vision of
enlightenment struck in an instant,
the events that occurred during my
two months prior, in Belfast, were
what allowed such a momentous
revolution of perspective to occur

(and yes, your stereotypical notion
that all great things which occur
on the Isle of Eire are precipitated
by Guinness are indeed correct in
this instance).
Day Zero (or the day I tore
down the walls of the unquestioned beliefs of my childhood)
began when my best friend from
age 14, Kristian, awoke me

Courtesy of David Slatkin
David Slatldn '08 finds reminders of political unrest in Northern Ireland in various locations throughout the Belfast cityscape.

Saturday morning, March 11. After
a wee bit of hot shower meditation
and a high-fiber breakfast, my consciousness was pulsating enough to
leave my dorm, and set sail upon
the flowing black asphalt sea
towards St. George's Market in
Belfast's City Centre.
When we arrived at 14:35 all
that was left of the famous farmers
market were Fish / livestock carcasses and a mop-up brigade who
wielded their weapons of purification with the confidence only
found within true masters of the
custodial arts. With the market
closed we headed with our bodies
slouched, and hands in our pockets to the recently constructed
Waterfront Centre. It seems like
the alternative-adolescent crowd of
Belfast congregated their studdedpierced-tattooed-Mohawk-spiked
bodies by the shore to worship the
holy sacraments of PDA, skating,
chillin', and extreme parkour.
Unfortunately along came a pair of
neon-yellow female Enforcers of
Justice who threatened to bombard
these "loiterous" youths with the
Fire and Brimstone of their mighty
pens and notebooks, if they did
not move their adolescent ritual of
coming-of-age to a less recently
monetarily flooded (and thereby
touristy) area. As the police officers
walked past, I, wearing the finest of
Chinese-assembled,
Americanlabeled outdoors-wear, exchanged a
courteous smile and nod to these
.40 caliber Smith and Wesson dad
Defenders of Peace and Equality. I

grinned while muttering some
manner of compliment to my lawabiding matriarchs under my
breath, eliciting a chuckle from my
friend Kristian, and went on my
merry way in search of better company amidst the crowd of Belfast.
Then, out of the gray it started
to rain. There was nowhere to run,
and nowhere to hide: except for
Belfast's most famous public
house, The Crown Bar (Est. 1826).
We were finally able to push our
way past the herd gathered around
the waterhole at 17:00 and obtain
the black elixir of life that defies
the natural laws and order of the
universe; falling away from the center of the planet and towards the
white-frothy cream at the top
{more commonly referred to as
Guinness). There was not an open
old aristocratic (thereby exclusive
and closed off) booth in the place.
So with weight on our feet and
frosty beers in our hands we emptied our goblets to their temporary
resting place in our digestive system.
With our bodies warmed, we
set out into the drying streets in
search of dinner. On our walk back
Kristian spotted one of the famous
Belfast murals depicting the conflict between Catholic nationalists and Protestant unionists.
Consumed by his mighty brew,
Kristian wanted to venture into
the periphery of West Belfast's
Sandy Row Ulster Protestant
see SLATKIN on page 13

Trin Pre-Med Students Pursue Dream of Healthy Society in D.C.
By SARAH JOHNSON
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
Eight Trinity pre-med students
gathered at 4:30 a.m. (despite the
ailings early-morning awakenings
may bring) on March 7 to catch a
flight to D.C. to attend the
American
Medical
Student
Association's
(AMSA)
57th
Annual Convention. AMSA is a
student-governed, national organization committed to representing
the concerns of physicians-in-training. AMSA is about more than
just improving medical student
lives, striving also for improved
health care and delivery to all peopie.
They spent five days at the
conference listening to one motivational speaker after another, engaging in a multitude of discussions
with medical and pre-medical students from around the globe, participating in workshops, and lobbying and rallying on Capitol Hill.
They were also provided with the
opportunity to network within
AMSA's own political structures.
The goal: to bridge the gap
between their lives as Trinity students and their passions to be
medical students.
The theme of this year's conference was Health Care Justice:
Pursuing the Dream of a Healthy
Society, inspired by Martin Luther
King Jr.'s words: "Of all the forms
of inequality, injustice in health

care is the most shocking and
inhumane." The theme of health
care justice was intensified with
speakers such as Rep. John Lewis
(D-Ga.) who played a key role in
the civil fights movement, Paul
Farmer, M.D., Ph.D. who is the
founding director of Partners in
Health and is well-known for his
work with AIDS and tuberculosis,
and Sanjay Gupta, M.D., who is
the Senior Medical Correspondent
for CNN. Many felt the conference explored issues that medical
students may not have previously
thought about. Cristina WheelerCastillo '08, Trinity's AMSA president, said, "It was awesome to
meet other pre-meds who care
about health care justice, and not
just about getting into medical
school."
The conference truly advocated
for the progressive side of health
care: "everybody in; nobody out."
Lobbying on Capitol Hill for the
State Children's Health Insurance
Program and the Durbin Bill was
an experience never to forget.
Attending workshops and lectures
with some of the following titles
showed AMSAs desire to have an
all inclusive health care system:
"Perspectives on Borderless Health
Disparities," "Health Care panel:
LGBTQjn Medicine," "26 Years of
AIDS is Long Enough," and "The
right to Reproductive Choice" just
to name a few. Wheeler-Castillo
said, "As president, I was thrilled

that we were able to get funding
for eight Trinity students to attend
the convention and I think it really has made a difference in their
pre-med experience, as I know it
has in mine," going on to describe
her future wishes for the program.
"My hope is that our Trinity chapter will continue to grow and that
we can collaborate more with
other AMSA chapters."
Although the conference was
largely made up of medical stu-

dents, there were several seminars
for those that had not yet begun
the journey such as "Many Paths,
common Goal: Medical Student
Panel," "Acronym Soup: MCAT
and the AAMQ" and "What Do
Medical Schools Look for in Their
Applicants?" given by the
Associate Dean for Medical
School Admissions from Stanford
University School of Medicine. In
addition, there was a medical
school fair which Hannah Knipple

'07 described as "A Disneyland for
pre-meds." The fair allowed you to
network with students and representatives from medical schools
around the nation such as Yale,
Mayo, Northwestern,
Johns
Hopkins, and many others. Trinity
students showed enthusiasm with
the myriad of opportunities
offered during the convention.
"Though I had been looking forsee CONVENTION

on page 13

Courtesy of Sarah Johnson

Trinity pre-med students stand in front of the Capitol during an event at the AMSA: National Conference in Washington, D.C.
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By JOSEPH TARZI
MANAGING EDITOR
Connecticut is home to two
of the Northeast's premier
tourist attractions. No, I'm not
talking about the industrial
wastes
of
Bridgeport
or
Mamoun's Faiafel Restaurant on
Howe Street in New Haven; I'm
speaking, of course, of the
world's two largest casinos
Foxwoods and Mohegan Sun
run by the Mashantucket
Pequots and the Mohegan tribes
respectively. I myself have never
been to Foxwoods, the larger of
the two casinos (it has 7,300 slot
machines as opposed
to
Mohegan's 6,200), and this
review will focus on the slightly
smaller but, from what I have
heard, far more entertaining,
Mohegan Sun casino.
As you might have guessed
for a casino of its size, the noble
and ancient Mohegan tribe has
set up many of the usual trappings to separate you from your
wampum including the aforementioned 6,200 slot machines
ranging from half-cent to the
mythical $500 machine -- the
only one in New England (I'll
stick to the quarter slots myself,
thank you). Add to this numerous table games and the like and
you have the makings of a great
casino.
This review, however, is not
going to focus on the gambling
- everyone knows how to gamble (insert coin, pull lever,
repeat); rather, this review will
focus on the other things that
Mohegan Sun has to offer, so
much in fact that one could
visit and have a good time without ever gambling (though why
would you?).
One of the centerpieces of
their complex is Mohegan Sun
Arena, home of Connecticut's
only professional sports franchise, the WNBA's Connecticut
Sun (a name which is an example of corporate sponsorship at
its finest). Aside from sporting
events though, the casino hosts
numerous concerts that, to the
chagrin of myself and other
Hartford backers would have
gone to the Hartford Civic
Center in the old days. A sampling of upcoming concerts
includes Rod Stewart on May
18, Gwen Stefani with Akon on
May 21, and Earth, Wind, and
Fire on May 25.
Mohegan Sun actually consists of two separate casinos, the
older Casino of the Earth and
the newer Casino of the Sky
which is set under a great looking planetarium dome. This

dome is just an example of the
intense detail that Mohegan Sun
has put into interior design this casino is designed well, it's
simply a fun building to look at
from the inside. Is it tacky at
times? Of course, it's a casino,
what do you expect, but generally they manage to keep your
eyes drawn to some interesting
interior design element, at least
when you're not at the craps
table.
The Casino of the Earth and
the Casino of the Sky are separated by a wide area containing
most of the shops and restaurants of Mohegan Sun. The first
time I visited the casino, I was
amazed at the assortment of
shops and dining. The casino
affords its guests casual dining
options like Johnny Rockets, Big
Bubba's BBQ_and Fidelia's, a 24hour diner (the gambling never
ends). Added to this are finer
restaurants like The Longhouse
and Todd English's Tuscany,
which is built into the side of an
artificial indoor mountain.
There are a total of about 20
dining options and a food court
on top of that for fast bites.
Mohegan Sun also offers nine
nightclubs throughout the complex.
There are just as many shopping options at Mohegan Sun (if
you hit the jackpot, don't expect
to leave with it). The shops
range from standard mall fare
such as the Discovery Channel

Store and Brookstone (I could
sit in one of those massage
chairs for hours) which are not
really much to write home about
but great for
a break.
Additionally, there are higherend shops represented by
Swarovski, Coach, and other
stores which I would probably
never enter. I took my friend
Jess to the casino this summer
and while I had thought I would
never go into any of those
upscale stores she taught me a
trick, it's fun to go in and pretend to be rich! So go look at a
$500 watch for 10 minutes, keep
the salespeople on their toes,
and then tell them you don't
want it because you don't like
the color — it's fun! (Editor's
Note: The Trinity Tripod does
not advocate taunting salespeopie.)
I recommend Mohegan Sun
to anyone at Trinity who would
like to get out of Hartford for a
night and have fun in a different
way than usual. If you can manage, try to take in a concert, play
some games, eat some food, and
just do something different -gambling may be a vice, but
when you see the crowds at
Mohegan Sun, you won't feel so
bad — just remember to gamble
responsibly and always bring a
few friends who will stop you
from putting that next $20 into
the slot machine ... and also
because gambling alone is
creepy and weird.

AQUARIUS

/vw

January 20 - February 18

Souvenirs are totally your thing. You'll be at a bar and
steal a coaster as soon as it gets put down - or maybe
the not-so-complimentary Turkish bathrobe will disappear from your hotel room. Hey, it's your bill.
S.B. Souvenir: Stolen shot glasses from clubs

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

It is taboo to travel to an exotic locale for spring break
and not drink from (and keep) those crazy, long tubesfor-glasses. But make sure you wash yours, 'cause some
nasty stuff will collect in the crevices.
S.B. Souvenir: A novelty drink cup - green maybe?

T

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

Since you're not one to follow all those TSA rules and
guidelines (which are ultimately set for your own
good, you know), you like to take risks and endanger
yourself Like by transporting SARS or something.
S.B. Souvenir: A live animal

TAURUS

April 20 - May 20

The people of [fill in city you visited] are known to be
very friendly, kind, and welcoming. Too bad you took
advantage of this and basically married yourself off to
the first person you saw. Loser.
S.B. Souvenir: A chiquita / guapo to keep you warm

GEMINI

May 21 - June 21

All was fine and dandy for most of the week — until
you decided to drain bottles of 151 and expose your
immune system to all kinds of crazy viruses. Now
you're just a hub for tropical disease.
S.B. Souvenir: The flu ... you're lucky that's all you have

CANCER

June 22 - July 22

Do us all a favor and don't create a slideshow featuring all your pictures (and background music) for sharing after your vacay. It's understood that you are snaphappy, but tone it down ,\ notch there.
!
S.B. Souvenir: Pictures, pictures, and more pictures

LEO

July 23 - August 22

A decorative spoon here, a shot glass there, and a different postcard from every time you stopped walking ...
though you may enjoy the Santa-Claus-like feeling of giftgiving upon your return, no one else feels quite the same.
S.B. Souvenir: You own souvenir giving

Itp

VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
One thing you were perhaps overexcited for were all the
brew-producing factories in existence, wherever you
traveled. Natty Ice simply won't cut it anymore, now
that you're hooked on Tecate, Kalik, or Red Stripe.
S.B. Souvenir: A sampling of the local brewski
LIBRA
September 23-October 22
It was your idea to fly out to Portland for Spring
Break. Thrilling. Why? You're attracted to excitement
like sharks are wildly attracted to kelp. Maybe you
should've let your friends decide the destination.
S.B. Souvenir: Sand or something, you're tres boring

SCORPIO

kies.com

A glass mountain and planetarium surround the Mohegan Sun slot machines.

COCAINE?

The Olin Neuropsychiatry Research Center at the Institute
of Living / Hartford Hospital is looking for healthy
individuals aged 21 to 45 who used cocaine regularly in
ths past, but have not used in the past 6 months, to
participate in a functional MRI investigation on Personality
and Impulse Control. Qualifying participants will be asked
to come in for one day, for between six and eight hours,
and will be compensated $20 an hour plus an additional
amount for computerized tasks. Participants must have
drug-free urine on the test day in order to be in the study.
Call Jennifer @ (860) 545-7548/ Andre (860) 545-7794

W^^^^&MMJ^^I^M

October 23 - November 21

You're not one for mementos and keepsakes, so when
your mother calls with a request to "bring something
home," you leave it until the last minute and have to
scavenge for goods at the aeropuerto. Idiot.
S.B. Souvenir: Godawful tacky crap from the airport

SAGITTARIUS

November 22 - December 21

You're not one to be a complete fool and run around
in only a swimsuit and baby oil all week. No, tanning
is an art form you've perfected down to the last SPF.
The total package, you're hot and smart.
S.B. Souvenir: A sick tan (just don't let it peel)

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19

You made it a point to lie out everyday from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. like clockwork. Unfortunately, you overestimated
the tan-factor of your way pale sldn. Way to go, poser.
Next time, be a real pro and acquire a base tan first.
S.B. Souvenir: A peeling tan (just don't go out in public)
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Slatkin 08 Shares Story from N. Ireland Students Enjoy Alternative
Spring Break With Habitat
continued from page 11

Neighborhood. Not being one to
turn down an adventure I obliged
his request.
We paused at the mural to read:
"YOU ARE NOW ENTERING
LOYALIST
SANDY
ROW
HEARTLAND
of
SOUTH
BELFAST ULSTER-FREEDOM
FIGHTERS QUIS-SEPARABIT."
It was surrounded by the beautiful sights of vacated old red brick
factories protected by walls toppedoff with shimmering coils of flowing curls of razor wire. Our odyssey
continued down the road, and as
we were walking three young boys
with buzz-cuts and tracksuits
spilled out of a toyshop and onto
the sidewalk. "Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop!
Pop! Pop!" These nine-year-olds
each began to familiarize themselves with the sound, feel, and
smell of firing a six-shot with their
recently purchased cap-guns as we
past. "Bang-Bang!"
Two shops up the road at Take-

Out Palace, two middle-aged men
were standing on the corner leaning their "wife-beater" biue tracksuits with accenting silver-chains
against a new black Land Rover
Discovery. As we snuck by and
hastily crossed the street, we were
came across a crowd of 12-year-olds
running around a Camo-colored
ATV driving down the middle of
the street. We had seen enough,
and ducked down the next corner
block to get back on Great Victoria
Avenue.
On our left were the skeletal
remains of some half torn down
cinder block building that had not
withstood the changes of time
since The Troubles. Coating the
cinder block bones of the building
was a ghost in the shape of a man,
hidden by a black ski mask, black
clothing, and an AK-47. In the
shadow of this haunted-wall were
six children from the ages of four
to seven and wearing mixed
clothes, ranging from Bulls
Championship T-shirts to the cus-

tomary tracksuit, standing between
Great Victoria Avenue and us. As
we approached they stopped digging sticks into the sidewalk, and
looked up at us. I was about to
walk past, and looked into their
eyes to exchange a smile and
"Hello," but all that I received were
mischievous giggles and glaring
smiles as I passed by. Right as they
were behind me I heard in choir
unison "Yankee, Yankee, Naa-Naa,
Naa-Naa, NAA-NAA!" I looked
over my left shoulder as they
danced triumphantly in their End
Zone, like six-year-old T.O.'s.
I wanted to turn around and
explain to these children how their
actions were guided by the ignorance sewn into society by the symbols and institutions that rule over
the individual. But instead I just
turned my eyes to the black abyss
stretching out in front of and
below my feet, stuck my hands into
my pockets, and chuckled at the
consequences of such a wacky and
absurd idea.

Convention Features Med Schools, Issues
ward to the inspiring lectures and
activities provided at convention,
what I enjoy most is the environment in which students join
together to encourage each other
to change the world one baby step
at a time," said Knipple. Other
members of the organization,
including freshmen, found the

enjoyed the experiences I've had
there. Just being in the club is a lot
of fan, and the opportunity to go
to convention this year was amazing," said Jessica Ross '10
Ross, Wheeler-Castillo, and
Piper Klemm '09 ran for positions
as Women in Medicine Regional
Coordinators, won these roles, and
will be working on regional programming and connecting with

experience. "AMSA has provided
me with the invaluable experience
of shadowing in Hartford Hospital
this semester and I have really

part ortneir new positions.
All in all, it was an irreplaceable
experience for anyone interested in
going into the Health Professions.

continued from page 11

Trinity's Chapter of AMSA meets
every Monday night at 9:15 in the
Science Commons and welcomes
new members year-round, including those interested in dental
school and veterinary school. The
work load of a pre-med student is
rigorous and the pressure of getting into medical school can feel
overwhelming; AMSA meetings
and the National Convention
fleet on why
they are working so hard and provides valuable health-related experiences to students during their time
at Trinity.

Around Trinity
Blue Moon, We Saw You
Standing Exposed...

Seductive Secretary Thinks
Nay-sayer Should Shove It

You know those bad dreams? The ones
where you, upon leaving the bathroom, walk
around a party for 30 minutes with the back of
your dress stuck into your thong, bestowing
upon everyone a vivid viewing of your ass?
Apparently, the '80s were back this past weekend as the AT found the moon-walk to be in
full force. No one can plead total intoxication
for this snafu, for no one is too drunk to feel
late-night breezes and butt-slaps. AT understands that frat bathrooms are lacking in many
a resource (read: TOILET PAPER), but mirrors,
or at least a good friend, should suffice as a
means of helping you avoid being Camp Trin's
biggest weekend "don't."

As AT dragged her hott though, admittedly,
slightly exposed, butt from one themed party
to another two weekends back, she received an
appropriately un-warm welcome outside of a
"stone"-cold establishment. Advised to "learn
to respect herself," AT was left wondering how
a man dressed like "global garbage" really had
that much to say. And why, since an officethemed costume party might be the only time
this tawdry "trash" will EVER get to dress like
a C.E.O., he felt entitled to play boss and insult
a playfully-dressed sexxxretary who he could
only DREAM of attending to his voicemails. •
Here's one message AT managed to note: kiss
my micro-rninislcirted ass.

Class of Ten Females Finally
Earn AT's Approval

Spring is in the Air...
Time to Go Nuts

In case you hadn't realized, AT is quite the
social butterfly. Fluttering from fabulous fete to
fabulous fete, AT is constantly making new
friends every weekend. And, while previously
one of the crudest critics of freshman girls, AT
feels that perhaps such commentary will be put
to rest after two '10 femmes flattered and
impressed last weekend. One darling dame
offered AT a sweet snack while we waited for
beers at the bar, while a second struck up a heartto-heart in the most sacred of all Vernon Street
spaces - the frat bathroom - and became a new
bestie. Either these girls have grown up, or a few
bad apples had been spoiling the whole tree.
Either way, AT is now a fan of these fab ladies.

AT was walking down the Long Walk recently and came upon quite a sight. Two individuals
were blatantly fornicating in the newly fallen
snow. These two risque daredevils did not realize,
however, that snow does not cover all things
dirty. Spring is in the air, but your legs should
not be. AT does not endorse said behavior.
Carnal embrace is meant to be experienced in
the privacy of one's home. The snow that was
filling all of the impurities in the landscaping
was not the only penetration that AT saw. Shame
on you, shame on you. AT has never heard of
snow as an aphrodisiac, but AT would like in on
the duo's dirty little secrets.
Oh, and they were squirrels.

continued from page 1
quickly opened up to each other
in the cramped environment.
Kennedy said, "Some people
were nervous at first because
they didn't know many people
going on the trip ... But they
soon realized how a 20-hour bus
ride can really create great friendships along the way." The students even struck up a friendship
with the bus driver, a fellow
named Sunny, giving him a
Habitat T-shirt at the end of the
trip.
When the group got down to
Jacksonville] however, they realized that their trip had only
begun. They stayed at a church,
and got up at an early 6:45 a.m.
to work at various sites, including a place called Habitat
Beaches. The group spent the
entire week working for more
than seven hours a day, leaving
only the first Monday as their
only day of rest. Even though
other students were having fun
on the beach, the participants
enjoyed working with the families.
Kennedy
described
the
process for which these homeowners would get their own
house. Each homeowner has to
put in 300 hours of "sweat equity," which means that the first
100 hours they start before their
house has been started they
spend by workiagion other habitat homes that are already up
and running. The second 100
hours is spent on their home and
the last 100 can be family hours
in which the homeowner can
count hours that family members spend working on their
homes.
Kennedy explained that it

was inspirational to see these
homeowners helping to contribute to their homes in such a
positive and meaningful way.
"The families were all so grateful
for the help and surprised that
college students would sacrifice
their spring break to come and
help them," said Kennedy, continuing to describe the enthusiasm in the air. "Many were so
excited to have their own homes
- you could feel the positive
energy through their actions and
their words. These moments
made Alternative Spring Break so
worth it."
During this entire trip,
Habitat for Humanity could
depend on Chartwells for donating large amounts of food for
the trip. Graduate student Sarah
Hoyle said, "they donated so
many of our supplies that made
such a difference for every meal
during the trip - everything from
breakfast to snacks to lunch and
dinner," going on to express her
gratitude. "They were there and
we truly appreciate all that they
have done for us."
At the end of the trip, many
students wished that the trip
could have lasted longer. A senior on the trip said that she had
wished that she had done this
every spring break through college. Kennedy said, "In our latest
meeting, everyone said that they
had wished that it had been
longer," elaborating on fheir
experiences. "They were so
amazed at how one week could
change their Trinity experience
so much ... they went and
worked and helped out all week,
not knowing many people on
the trip3 and came away with so
many new friends and great experiences."

Courtesy of Alissa Phillips
Ian Hendry '08 and Jonathan Boreyko '07 paint the exterior of their Habitat house.
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Top 10.
Most Scandalous
Disney Characters

AASA Hosts Asian Bazaar

10. Tinkerbell: This little fairy is a backstabbing biatch. Disney
may have given us unrealistic expectations about love, but at
least they warned us about treacherous trashy bimbos.
9. Piince Philip: This so-called Prince Charming is a narcophiliac
She may be your true love, but it's still a big no-no to cop a feel
off a sleeping chick.
8. Jasmine: This sultry seductress spawned an entire generation
of scantily-clad skanks. The next time you see such a pack of
loose lucies, you can have Disney to thank for that.
7. Pinocchio: This "hard as wood" stud is a prolific liar. Sweet
talking your way into a bigger package may win you a few points,
but when it outlasts its usefulness you're left with nothing.
6. John Smith: This strapping Englishman is guilty of robbing
the cradle. It's bad enough you're committing mass genocide,
but is it necessary to literally "take" their children as well?
5. Alice: This naive schoolgirl scarfed down the 'shrooms one
too many times. It's still in poor taste to write off your latest
"trip" as a dream. Face it, you have a problem.
4. Snow White: This sing-song siren is far too greedy, snatching
up not one, but seven, little bofos. Honey, you need a new
mantra. Something along the lines of "quality over quantity."
3. Ariel: This seemingly innocent little mermaid is quite the
rebel, prancing all over the ocean and land in just a seashell bikini while Daddy stews and stresses at home.
2. Mukn: While The Tripod has no problem with this warrior
princess's cross-dressing preferences, we do feel that when you
start using cross-dressing to seduce unwitting young men, you've
crossed some serious lines.
1. Belle: This coy bookworm is insatiable. No longer satisfied
with her dad's "inventions," she needed something with a little
more thrusting power. It takes a beast to satisfy another kind of
beast.

Erin Caner

The Asian-American Student Association celebrated its third annual Asian Bazaar on
Thursday, March 15, in the Washington Room. Hosted by freshman Judy Chiu and Wendy
Zhao, the event was a success, attracting more than 200 students and a handful of administrators together for a night filled with delicious Asian cuisine and entertainment.
Performers included the Trinitones, Accidentals, University of Connecticut's Husky
Bhangra, Asian Performing Arts, and a student band led by Chase Caillouette '10. While students were being entertained by the performers, they also enjoyed a diverse selection of
foods from Szechuan Tokyo, Pho Boston, Whole Foods, Philippine Cuisine, King & I Thai, and
Cosmos International. Furthermore, Asian vendors were on-hand selling jewelry, sake cups,
and even Hello Kitty piggy banks. And the best part? It only cost five dollars to get in.
AASA's first Asian Bazaar began in 2005 as a fundraiser to benefit victims of the Asian
tsunami. Ever since its inception, the Asian-American Student Association has donated all proceeds from the program to a particular region in Asia to help with disaster relief efforts. This
year, the $800 raised from the Bazaar will be given to Liberty in North Korea, a non-profit,
Washington D.C.-based organization that advocates human rights, political and religious freedom, and provide humanitarian aid to North Korea.
AASA's President, Mikhael Borgonos '08 is proud to unite many facets of the Trinity community in a goodwill effort while exposing the college to the rich culture and heritage of
Trinity's Asian-American students. Like most of the college, he's looking forward to next year's
fourth Annual Asian Bazaar and predicts that it will only get bigger and better each time.
-contributed by AASA
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Potter's Radcliffe Stars in Bizarre, Probing Equus Choreographers
Prep forSpring
Dance Event
ByGRIHASINGLA

ARTS EDITOR

initially exposed to horses working as a
caretaker in a stable.
The horse becomes an object of worship to him — behavior that is obviously
triggered by his mother's religious fanaticism and father's sexual frustration.
Alan's growing mental confusion and
obsession with horses prevents his from
engaging in "normal" activities.
One night, he finds himself on a date
with a girl who coaxes him into the stathe horses are. She convinces
him to undress and tries to engage him in
sexual intercourse, but Alan finds he cannot do such a deed in the presence of the
horses for they are watching him. He
screams for the girl to leave, then proceeds to blind the horses with a metal
pick so that they may never "see" what
he is doing again. There is some catharsis
at this point in the play, for both patient
and psychiatrist, when Strang is able to

On Friday, April 13 and Saturday,
April 14, Trinity dance students will perform in A Voice, A Clap, and Two Long
Dresses, an evening of eight student-choreographed dances and a piece performed
by the African Dance class. The performance will be at 7:30 p.m. both nights in
Goodwin Theater in Austin Arts Center.
Admission is $10, $5 for senior citizens
and students and free for Trinity students
with an I.D.
The student choreographers were
required to have three specific elements
in their performance: they could choose
between the sound of a live voice, a clap,
two long dressing, or partnering (pairing
two dancers together). Students volunteer
to choreograph and cast their own individual pieces.
Professor Abdoulaye's African Dance
class of 30 will perform the longest piece
of the evening. This traditional African
dance was choreographed by Abdoulaye
and will be accompanied by live percussion.
Melanie Levy '07 choreographed
"Trapped," her senior project, which features Jill Langer '08, Levy, Ariana Davis
'09, and Diana Rice '09. Davis choreographed her own piece, "Crazed," which
features Davis and sophomore AH
Berluti.
Seniors Sarah Spiegel and Jill Hockett
also choreographed their own piece.
Both dancers also created their own senior theses earlier in the semester: Crows
Over the WheatEeld (by Spiegel) and Up
and Over We Go (Hockett). Hockett is
also in Nicole Benjamin's '08 piece, "No

see SCHAFFER'S on page 17

see PERFORMANCE on page 17

www.playbill.com
Having portrayed the beloved children's book character Harry Potter for the majority of his career, Radcliffe bravely ventures into the world of theatre.

Having the opportunity to catch the
much talked-about play Equus in London
was exciting, if not a bit worrisome. The
audience at the Gielgud Theatre was composed of a majority of prepubescents
(namely girls) dressed in Sunday's best to
see their idol Daniel Radcliffe (aka Harry
Potter) live, not really knowing what to

ly psychological — hence the worry about
all the younger audience members who
may walk away feeling more disturbed
than satisfied.
For those who have never read Equus,
it is not quite what the media has sensationalized it to be — a play revolving
around gratuitous nudity, bestiality, and
other taboo subjects. Alan Strang is first
brought to Dr. Dysart after having blinded six horses in one night, for reasons

him naked. For those not in the know,"
Equus, a play by Peter Schaffer, is about
a young boy named Alan Strang (played
by Radcliffe), who has a very troubled
mind.
The play follows his relationship with
the child psychiatrist, Dr. Dysart, and
Dysart's investigation of the source and
reasons for Strang's troubles, mainly a
strange manifestation of horse-worship.
Never having read the play myself, it is
still clear that it is challenging and dense-

to Alan are futile '— he is completely
uncooperative, so Dysart gets much of
his information from Alan's parents.
Alan's mother is a God-fearing woman
who has tirelessly instilled religious values
into him since he was a child and his
father is the antithesis of his mother — an
atheist and a controlling acetic. Alan has
grown up amidst these conflicting ideals.
Dysart manages to get Alan to speak
about events leading to the blinding of
the horses — he finds out that Alan was

BySARAYOO

ARTS EDITOR

Wadsworth Atheneum Features Local, National Artistic Treasures
ByKATYNOLIN

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Many Trinity students have
the
misconception
that
Hartford, compared to nearby
New York and Boston, is an
artistic wasteland. But, in addition to being surrounded by a
thriving theater community (led
by the Bushnell and the
Hartford Stage), Hartford has
been graced with the presence of
many notable art museums, the
most renowned being the
Wadsworth Atheneum. Located
in downtown Hartford, the
Wadsworth is the nation's oldest
public art museum (dating to
1842), and it has a diverse collection that is continuously bolstered by traveling exhibits.
With its free admission for
Trinity students and its location
on the Q_bus line (which goes
down New Britain Avenue), the.
Atheneum is easily accessible
from campus.
The Atheneum's permanent
collection features a diverse
selection of modern and international art as well as many repre-

sentatives of American paint- Centuries
of
European
ings, sculpture, and decorative Masterworks (through Dec. 9,
pieces. In the 1930s, the 2007). Picasso to Pop displays
Atheneum held the
first pop and modern art from the
Surrealism exhibit in America, 20th century, beginning with a
and the museum's collection of display of surrealist works (the
surrealist
and
Atheneum has
modern art feaone of the best
In the 1930s, the
tures prominent
Surrealism colAtheneum held the
names - such as
lections in the
Salvador Dali country),
and
first Surrealism exhibit
as well as many
then spanning to
in America, and the
lesser
known
the more modmuseum's collection of ern works of
Surrealist artists.
The
museum
Andy
Warhol
surrealist and modern
places a large
and
Jackson
art features prominent
emphasis
on
Pollock.
names - such as
local artists, and
In addition
many of its exhito diverse styles,
Salvador Dali - as well
bitions showcase
the Atheneum
as many lesser known
Hartford
or
features artwork
Surrealist artists.
Connecticut
and multimedia
artists.
from
different
Three exhibitions are cur- cultures. In Soul Food, African
rently on display at the American culinary tradition is
Wadsworth Atheneum, Picasso portrayed through art and artito Pop: Aspects of Modem Art facts, focusing on particular
(through Nov. 30, 2007), Soul food groups and food icons
Food!
African
American (such as Aunt Jemima and Uncle
Cookery
and
Creativity Ben) and their impact on
(through April 22, 2007), and
Faith and Fortune:
Five
see NEW on page 18

www.wadsworthatheneum.org
De Valdes Leal's "Vanitas" is part of the special exhibit highlighting European art.
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Hot Fuzz a Brilliant, Hysterical Homage to Buddy Cop Movies
By SARAYOO
ARTS EDITOR
British comedy, like French
bread or Italian wine, is the best
of its kind. Hot Fuzz, the latest
from Shaun of the Dead creators
Simon Pegg and Edgar Wright, is
a comedy that combines gag
humor, random bouts of action
and gore, and an overlying
theme of parody to result in a
highly amusing film that is
bound to become a cult classic
like its predecessor. In Hot Fuzz,
a London cop named Nicholas
Angel (Pegg) is dispatched
against his will to the remote,
rural
town
of Sandford,
England, known for having won
the "Best-Kept English Village"
award many years in a row. He
discovers there is more to the
town than its idyllic and peaceful image leads on and finds
himself investigating a series of
"accidental" deaths in the vil-

lage.

In the first 10 minutes, the
movie manages to gather up a
who's who of British film —
Martin Freeman, Steve Coogan
(Night at the Museum), and Bill
Nighy (Love Actually) play
members of the London Police
hierarchy who feel threatened
and overshadowed by sergeant
Angel's flawless arrest record,
and banish him to the sleepy
town of Sandford. Once in
Sandford, Angel — a humorless,
compulsive, no-nonsense police
officer — is vexed to find that
the town has a very laissez-faire
attitude, which is a little too
lenient for his taste. Sitting in a
pub the first night in town (and
sipping non-alcoholic cranberry
juice), he notices that all the
patrons are brace-faced, underaged boys. He apprehends them
and chastises the pub owners
but they merely tell him that he
should let them go for "the

www.thisisdorset.net
Officers Angel and Butterman chase a rampaging swan, the least of their worries. •

good of the town." He finds
that everyone seems to have this
unnerving attitude when it
comes to crime, right down to
town Poiice Chief, Frank
Butterman, who turns a blind
eye towards everything. The rest
of the police squad is made up
of a blundering group of Reno
911-esque oddballs, including a
pair of mustachioed idiot bullies
both named Andy (hysterically
portrayed by Paddy Considine
and Rafe Spall) and the Police
Chief's slightly slow but drunkenly jolly son with a penchant
for
action
flicks,
Danny
Butterman (played by Shaun of
the Dead's Nick Frost). It later
turns out the police serve no
purpose, and there is a completely different "neighborhood
watch" that keeps the town of
Sandford in order.
Angel's suspicions become
aroused when the town's terrible
amateur actor and his mistress
mysteriously die in a car crash
right after his first performance
as the male lead in Romeo and
Juliet. Following his murder, a
local businessman is found
incinerated in his own home, an
annoying journalist is crushed
under a boulder, and the local
florist falls on her own shears
and dies.
Angel suspects murder, but
everyone dismisses him, saying
that such a thing would never
happen in the town of Sandford.
What follows is one wacky plot
twist after another, but ultimately Officer Angel and his pal
Butterman face a showdown
against evil members of the village with vicious ulterior

www.exposure.net

Shaun of the Dead's Pegg plays a London cop who finds adventure in a small town.

motives and Officer Butterman lous characters created in this
finally gets to play out his movie.
action-flick fantasies of jumping
The only flaw with this movie
through the air while shooting is that the ending is a bit drawn
multiple firearms.
out and indecisive at times.
The setting of a small, quaint However, it is still worth watchEnglish town for an action flick ing for the way it makes fun of an
filled with crime and cops is def- American genre that takes itself
initely a brilliant and unexpect- too seriously in the Brit's own
edly successful idea, in the same quintessential tongue-in-cheek
way Shaun of the Dead managed manner. Look out for the ramto put a spin on the classic paging swan-on-the-loose, a living
American zombie movie — statue that just won't go away,
think Will Smith and Martin numerous arcane British referLawrence cop combo in Bad ences such as black forest gateau
Boys, but with British bobbies (if you are an Anglophile, you
in an English village and just as will know what this is) and the
much fun and action. Pegg deliv- gag-worthy Romeo and Juliet
ers a perfect performance-as a •scene. Hot Fuzz hits the mark
mirthless, overachieving cop every level; it is funny and clever,
who never cracks a grin, which and cannot be missed. Hot Fuzz
is funny in itself compared to can be seen in theatres in the U.S.
some of the other overtly ridicu- beginning April 20.

Schedule of Events
Friday, March 30, 2007
4:00 p.m. Welcoming Remarks -Cinestudio
4:30 p.m. Beyond Beats and Rhymes, film - Cinestudio
5:30 p.m. Post-screening discussion - Cinestudio
18:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. Performances* - Vernon Street
*Friday performers: Gabriel Teodros, Baba Israel, Rebel Diaz, Self Suffice, Eternia, Omzo, Bocafloja,
I Shu, La Bruja, DJ Boo and the Our Piece of The Pie Fashion Show.

Saturday, March 31, 2007
10:30a.m.-12:00p.m. Graffiti workshop: Trust Your Hustle crew - Vernon Social Center
11:00 p.m. Cuban Hip Hop: Desde el Principio, film - McCook Auditorium
2:30 p.m. "Ourlatin Thing: Hip Hop Across the Americas/' lecture - McCook Auditorium
Panelists: Marinieves Alba of International Hip-Hop Exchange (IHX); Loira Limbal (aka DJ Laylo),
producer of "Estilo Hip-Hop;" Ariel Fernandez (aka "DJ Asho"), a DJ and cultural critic from
Havana, Cuba; Rodstarz of the trio Rebel Diaz, a Chilean MC raised in Chicago; Eli Efi a Brazilian
MC/Activist from Sao Paulo Brazil, and Vanessa Diaz, a documentary producer and director of
the film Cuban Hip Hop; Desde el Principo.
13:00 p.m-4:00 p.m. Break dancing workshop: B-boys - Vernon Street
|4:00 p.m-6:00 p.m. Jeff Chang, author of Total Chaos: The Art and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop, lectureGallows Hill
Panelists: Vijay Prashad, the George and Martha Kellner Chair in South Asian History and
Professor of International Studies at Trinity College; Juba Kalamka, a pioneer in the Bay Areas
Homo-Hop movement; and Fable, of the famous Rock Steady crew
J:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. Performances* -

Vernon Street

liliiiiiRi

*Saturday performers: Les Nubians, Foundation Movement, Eli Efi/ Laylo, Urban Word Poets, African
Jnderground Allstars, Narcy, Bennchoumy and DJ Boo

l i i i t i

kinday, April 1, 2007
l:00pm-3:00 p.m. "Women in Hip Hop," panel discussion - Gallows Hill
[3:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Trinity Student Forum/Block Party - Washington Room
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Schaffe/s Play Addresses Religious, Sexual Confusion | Performance
to Come to
Austin Arts
continued from page 15

for the acting, the role of Alan
Strang is very demanding and
recount these events for Dysart, Radcliffe seems to manage fairly
but Dysart is further conflicted well. His acting is nothing specas to whether Alan, who has tacular and actually rather forlived much of his life in abnor- gettable, but it is not as bad as
mality, could join society as a it could have potentially been.
normal individual and whether Richard Griffiths, however, does
he is wrong in trying to make a phenomenal job of playing
Alan normal by depriving him Dysart. Once an original memof the intense passion and self- ber of the cast for The History
revelation he has found for him- Boys and probably better known
self.
to Harry Potter
maniacs
as
It was interestIt is highly doubtful
ing that Daniel
Uncle Vernon,
that this daring move
Radcliffe
was
Griffiths' peron Radcliffe's part in
chosen for this
formance
is
role, considering
what makes the
shedding his wellthe
producers
play
worth
known Harry Potter
probably knew it
watching.
persona will be the
would
become
The overemover-sensationalphasis
on
end of moral virtues
ized to the point
Radcliffe's brief
in the world.
where the signifinudity in the
cance of the play
play (it occurs
itself would be overshadowed by for a total of maybe 10 minutes
the fact that a former child actor in the second act) may have
who stars in one of the most somewhat skewed
people's
popular movie franchises ever expectations for the play and
was going to be naked on stage what it would be like, but overin front of an audience. all, Equus was truly enjoyable. It
Considering the gravity of is highly doubtful that this darEquus, it may not have been the ing move on Radcliffe's part in
brightest of ideas, but alas shedding his well-known Harry
Daniel Radcliffe had to one day Potter persona will be the end of
or another attempt to prove moral virtues in the world. I
himself and his versatility and only hope others who watch the
talent as a "serious" actor.
play will actually give thought to
The giant success of the play the subject matter, and not just
since its opening night probably wait for the moment when
does not hurt anyone either. As Daniel Radcliffe drops his pants.

continued Bom page 15

www.playbill.com
In Equus, Alan Strang (pkyed by Radcliffe) faces sexual frustration and confusion.

Pasa Nada," featuring a traditional Spanish dance, along with
Erica Smith '08, Sarah Johnson
'08, Alice Guilford '07, Langer,
and Benjamin.
Johnson choreographed her
own dance, "The Ambiguity of
X," which features nine dancers
and was also performed at the
Winter Brew last semester.
Junior Jill Langer choreographed "Let Go," which features five dancers: Smith,
Benjamin, Johnson, Langer, and
Jessica Yorks f10.
Graduate student
Milla
Gruzdeva is performing in her
own solo piece, "Indian Dance."
Sophomores Lauren Turlik and
Danae Goldberg choreographed
their own piece, entitled
"Prelude."
Trinity's Dance Department
has a lot of depth with many
young, talented dancers led by
several strong juniors and seniors. As the students were given
an opportunity to choreograph
their own scenes, the performance should be a very interesting
evening that shows Trinity's
graceful dancers displaying their
creative minds.

Arts at Trinity
little Children

Janet Packer

Kate Winslet gives a passionate performance as a former academic who, with the birth of her
son, is thrust into the kid-centric world of the suburbs, where women are judged on the appropriateness of their children's snacks, and Emma Bovary is branded a "selfish slut" in the mothers' de rigeur book club. Falling into an affair with an equally outcast stay-at-home dad moves
Winslet into the camp of transgressors, right alongside a boogeyman/pedophile who terrifies the
community. A penetrating social satire from the director of In the Bedroom (Todd Field) and the
author of Election, novelist Tom Perotta.
March 27: 7:30 p.m.

Solo Violinist
Renowned concert violinist and educator Janet Packer will perform "Soliloquy: a Program of. Music for Solo Violin."
Janet Packer has established a unique career as a concert violinist and educator. Her performances demonstrate a mastery of a
wide range of musical styles, As a soloist with orchestra, fecitalist, and recording artist, Ms. Packer's musical intelligence and
personality have won the accolades of audiences, critics, and
musical colleagues. •
Tuesday, March 27 at 8:00 p.m.
Hamlin Hall

Volver
Volver, which translates as "coming back," is Pedro Almodovar's Amarcord, and like Fellini's
masterpiece, it is a tribute to the fiercely strong women of his childhood. The film opens in
Madrid, as a hardworking mother (Penelope Cruz) finds her lecherous husband on the kitchen
floor, stabbed by her daughter. If that's not enough, Cruz's melancholy sister returns from a
funeral in their hometown of La Mancha with an unexpected guest: the ghost of their mother,
(the wonderful Carmen Maura of What Have I Done to Deserve This?). While the Cannes Film
Festival did the unprecedented and gave the Best Actress Award to all six stars of Volver, the
Academy Award nomination went to Penelope Cruz, whose sensual, down-to-earth performance
is winning comparisons to Anna Magnani and Sophia Loren.
March 28-30: 7:30 p.m.
March 31: 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.

April in Paris Film Festival
La Jeunesse: Coming of Age in French Cinema
Visage D'Enfants — Sunday, April 1: 2:30 p.m.
The War of the Buttons - Sunday, April 1: 7:30 p.m.
Mouchette - Monday, April 2:7:30 p.m.
Abouna - Tuesday, April 3: 7:30 p.m.
The Disenchanted - Wednesday, April 4: 7:30 p.m.
The Four Hundred Blows - Thursday, April 5: 2:30 p.m.
Antoine and Colette - Thursday, April 5: 7:30 p.m.
C.R.A.Z.Y. - Friday, April 6: 7:30 p.m.
Raining Cats and Frogs - Saturday, April 7: 2:30 p.m.
Bern Blanc Rouge - Saturday, April 7: 8:00 p.m.

For more information, see www.cinestudio.org.

Giving Voice: A Symposium on the Art of Memoir
Come explore the project of memoir in its many permutationsas cultural history, as family chronicle, as self-discovery, as a
search for truth. A dozen prominent authors of memoir will
gather at Trinity College to discuss the art, craft, and implications of their chosen genre and to give readings from their
groundbreaking and sometimes best-selling work.
Thursday, March 29 at 4:00 p.m.
:
. Mather Hall, 2nd Floor

Interdisciplinary Thesis Production
Peter Chansky
Thursday, March 29 at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 30 at 7:30 p.m.
Seabury 19

Trinity Organ Series
Jason Roberts, Organist
Winner, Albert Schweitzer Festival USA, Young Professional
Division, 2005
Finalist, American Guild of Organists Improvisation
Competition
Friday, March 30 at 7:25 p.m.
Trinity Chapel

Trinity College Concert Choir
The Concert Choir Spring Concert will include a variety of a
cappella favorites from Palestrina to the present days' Eric
Whitacre, and excerpts from Gilbert and Sullivan' s Iolanthe
and Gershwin's Porgy and Bess.
Friday, March 30 at 8:00 p.m.
Hamlin Hall
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New Exhibits Showcase Cultural Art TV Shows to Watch For
continued from page 15

African American art. The
Wadsworth has featured many
strong cultural exhibits in the
past, such as an African
American photography exhibit,
and by combining multimedia
and popular culture with artwork, they have created a collection that is engaging for any
viewer.
Faith and Fortune supplements the Wadsworth's large
collection of Old Master paintings, many of which have just
returned from a national tour.
Featuring works by key painters
like Caravaggio and Delacroix,
the exhibit spans five centuries
and several artistic genres, displaying sculpture, paintings, and
decorative objects together by
theme and time. The diverse collection does justice to such a
rich artistic tradition.
On April 19, 2007, the
Atheneum will open a new
exhibit, entitled
Connecticut
Contemporary, which will furwww.wadsworthatheneum.org
ther the museum's support of
local artists. Eight Connecticut Soul Food! is an exhibition of art and artifacts celebrating African Americans.
artists have been invited to
attend — Rachel Berwick, Ellen artists to 24. The exhibit should anyone studying art history, stuCarey, Barkley Hendricks, Eva be an interesting and intimate dio arts, or the role of art in
Lee,
Sol LeWitt, Jessica portrait of Connecticut's up- Hartford, Connecticut, and
America. With its diverse offerStockholder, Peter Waite, and and-coming modern artists.
Pawel Wojtasik. Each artist can
The Wadsworth also features ings of artwork as well as its rich
select another artist to partici- lectures and seminar classes to artistic tradition and cultural
the
Wadsworth
pate and that artist, in turn, can complement current exhibitions content,
select one more artist to attend, and collections, and the library Atheneum is a true Hartford
which will raise the number of and archives are a useful tool for gem.

Gary Dorrien
Reinhold Niebuhr Professor of Social Ethics
at Union Theological Seminary and Professor
of Religion at Columbia University

Sunday/ April 1
S1 S p » m » Preacher at the Patm
Sunday Service - Trinity College Chape!
6 l 3 0 p»H1 e Dinner and Discussion
with Professor Dorrien - Smith House,
Trinity College

6fi

Does Progressive
Christianity Have
a Future?"
Professor Dorrien is a national and international leader in the
fields of Christian theology and ethics, authoring 12 books,
including the trilogy, llic Making of American Liberal Theology.

He has written over 150 articles that range across the fields of
ethics, social theory, theology, philosophy, politics, and history.
He is past president of the American Theological Society and
has a long record, of involvement in social justice, human rights,
environmental and anti-war organizations.

Trinity College
HASTFQED
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By PRIYANKA JOTWANI
ARTS WRITER
For some reason, the networks can't seem to decide what dates
to air shows. Last week, Grey's Anatomy was supposed to be a
repeat but they decided to air a new one. Now, One Tree Hill,
which was scheduled to return this Wednesday, is out until May
2 due to the success of the new Pussycat Dolls show. Gilmore
Girls has also been pushed back to April 17, resulting in a season
and possibly series finale on May 15. I don't know what's going
on, but for the shows that were on, let's take a look at what we
learned last week and what to look forward to in the week ahead.

Grey's Anatomy:
George and Izzie??
Seriously?!?!? This is possibly one of the
weirdest couple choices ever on Grey's.
Izzie's mistake speech towards the end of
the episode, however, was a bit redeeming
since her character has been super annoying
recently. George may want to keep this tryst
a secret but we all know it will eventually
come out. Poor Callie was so happy and
proud of George; that's not going to last
thecinemasource.com
very long though. As everything falls apart
for one married couple, the engaged Burke and Cristina are finally pulling everything together. Now that we've recapped, time for
some major spoilers on the Grey's spin-off and episodes leading
up to it. (Spoiler Alert): The George-Izzie romance is not looking
like a one-shot deal, although I'm sure most viewers are wishing
it was. Also, according to various sources, in the two-hour
episode airing this May, Addison will realize that her relationship
with Sloan is going to take a while, thereby delaying any family
plans. Due to this, she will fly out to.LA and meet with a top
fertility doctor who also runs a top notch wellness center. Said
doctor, who happens to be great friends with Addison, is looking
for someone to take control of her neonatal unit. The rest will
just fall into place.

Lost: The mystery of why Locke was in a wheelchair was finally
revealed last week: he was thrown out of a building by his father.
I'll go with that, but what T don't understand is how Ben got
Locke's dad on the island. This was a very confusing episode,
from the Jack-Kate-Juliet love triangle to the entire Locke f j g ^
back. I guess Jack won't be leaving the island anytime |g>i*nV seeing as how Locke blew up the only supposed rnea'fis of transportation off the island. This week will be- a major flashback
episode for Paolo and Nikki; it will also feature (Spoiler Alert):
Shannon, Boone, Ethan, and Mr. Artz. The episode is said to
have a major twist that will have everyone talking after it airs.

24: I don't know who irritates me more,
Vice President Daniels or the terrorists. I
wou
^ n a v e P u t Doyle up there as well had
he not turned in the evidence clearing
Nadia. Speaking of Nadia, I loved her and
Milo, and after they kissed, the close up of
jealous Chloe was priceless. Vice President
Daniel's shock was clearly apparent when he
was handed the phone and was told that
Palmer was on the line. It's about time
cyber-cinema.com
President Palmer stepped up and made decisions on his own for the first time this season. Next week promises to be possibly one of the best episodes this season with Jack
interrogating Gredenko in an effort to find Fayed. The struggle
for presidential power will be fun to watch as well. Spoiler Alert:
Daniels uses the 25th Amendment and calls for a Cabinet vote
on Wayne Palmer's fitness to be president. It'll be up to Palmer,
Karen Hayes, and Tom Lennox to fight him.

Honorable Mentions: October Road, a new series on ABC, premiered two weeks ago in the 10 p.m. slot on Thursday. The
show's premise is solid enough to build off of, and Bryan
Greenberg (Jake from One Tree Hill) is perfect for the lead role,
so be sure to check it out. Six Degrees also returned on ABC,
now in the 9 p.m. slot on Fridays. Not too sure about a second
season for the show, but its returning episode was a worthwhile
one, so we'll see how things play out. Grey's Anatomy's Jeffrey
Dean Morgan (Denny) will be returning to Supernatural as John
Winchester in the season finale. On Heroes, it has been confirmed that (Spoiler Alert) a series regular will leave on April 23,
but it is not HRG or Mohinder.
That's all for this week, but there's plenty more to come, so
be sure to read next week's column about the latest news and
spoilers.
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8:00 p.m.
Janet Packer, solo violin
Hamlin Hal!
9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Friendship Chapel

12:00 p.m.
Limbo

28

Man
4:00 p.m.

Calendar of Events
31
29
30
res

12:15 p.m.

Giving Voice: A
Symposium on the Art of

A. Manette Ansay
Gallows Hill Lounge

Lenten Prayer Service
Crypt Chapel

Memoir

Mather Hall, Second Floor

7:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

2006-07 Organ Series:
Jason Roberts

12:15 p.m.

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

Queering Black Female
Heterosexuality
McCook Auditorium

7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Trinity College Concert
Choir
Hamlin Hall

Jamie Anderson Performs!
Gallows Hill Lounge

2:00 p.m.
ISC Discussion
Washington Room

1

6:00 p.m.

2

First Night Passover
Seder

Zachs Hillel House
5:15 p.m.
Palm Sunday Service
Holy Communion and
Blessing of the Palms
Sermon by Professor
Gary Dorrien, Union
Theological Seminary
Music by Chapel Singers

8:00 p.m.
Uncommon
Perspectives on Social
Security and Medicare
McCook Auditorium

6:00 p.m.
Second Night Passover
Seder
Zachs Hillel House
9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Friendship Chapel

3

8:00 a.m.
Entrepreneurial Tour
of New York City
Bus on Summit St.
outside Mather Hall

For more calendar
information, see:
internet2.trincoll.
edu/TCcal/webcal

Language Lunch Tables
All language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining
Hall.

Monday:

Wednesday:
Thursday:

Arabic 12:00-1:00 p.m.
French 12:30-1:30 p.m.
German 12:45-1:45 p.m.
Russian 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Chinese 1:00-2:00 p.m.
Spanish 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Hebrew 12:40-1:30 p.m.
Italian 12:15-1:15 p.m.
Japanese 12:00-1:15 p.m.

Lectures
Queering Biack Female Heterosexuality
Thursday, March 29, 7:00 p.m. McCook Auditorium
Will black women always be the oversexed "video ho" or the asexual
Clammy in U.S; eultcireMs>espite posfcfenrtinistwred^past-^riVffTfgfifS era

stereotypes of black women as hypersexual - like Janet Jackson in her
infamous Super Bowl performance - or everyone's asexual best
friend, Oprah Winfrey, Kimberly Springer sees black women asserting
a positive, self-defined black female sexuality. Far from being the
video ho populating rap music videos, poets, photographers, and documentary filmmakers are among the black women who are saying
"YES!" to sex on their own terms. Kimberly Springer, Ph.D., teaches at
Kings College, London. She is the author of Living for the Revolution:
Black Feminist Organizations, 1968-1980. She has written and coproduced award-winning radio programs on Black History and social
movement activism. Her current work examines black female sexuality
and popular culture.

Alive But Not Kicking: Molecular Mechanisms for General
Anesthetic Action in the Brain
Friday, March 30, 1:30 p.m. Life Sciences Center 134
Dr. Hall's presentation titled "Alive But Not Kicking: Molecular
Mechanisms for General Anesthetic Action in the Brain," will focus on
the molecular mechanisms of general anesthetic action in the brain in
rendering patients unconscious during surgery. He will also be discussing the potential of certain plant extracts to act as novel anesthetic agents.

Social Security and Medicare: Uncommon Perspectives
Monday, April 2, 8:00 p.m. McCook Auditorium
A. Haeworth Robertson served as Chief Actuary of the Social Security
and Medicare programs from 1975 to 1978. It was then that he
became concerned about significant financial and design problems of
these programs — problems that could threaten the social and economic stability of the nation. He resigned in 1978 as Chief Actuary to
direct the public's attention to these problems. Mr. Robertson has
written three full-length books and more than 100 articles on the subject. His first book, The Coming Revolution in Social Security, foretold
all the turmoil that is now beginning to unfold. He will speak at
Trinity about the subjects covered in his work, bringing his financial
perspective to this topic.

If you would like a
group or individual
featured in the
Community Service
Spotlight, please e-mail
tripod@trincoll.edu
Written by Anne Bonfiglio
This Spotlight would like to honor the 26 Trinity students
who bussed down to Jacksonville, FL for their Spring Break.
These students weren't sleeping in and hanging out on the
beach every day. They were up before daybreak, getting set to
head out to Habitat builds constructing houses seven hours a
day, Tuesday through Friday.
The students left Trinity by bus and arrived in
Jacksonville on March 17 after a 22-hour ride. They stayed in a
church right in Jacksonville, allowing them to spend their nights
bopping around town; but the major part of their trip was spent
at the sites. Following a Monday orientation, students were able
to work right on site. They worked with the Habitat for
Humanity branch in Jacksonville, known as Habijax, which is
one of the largest Habitat organizations in the U.S., averaging
about 150 houses a year, as well as providing tutoring and SAT
prep for students in the Habitat communities.
The group was roughly divided in half, sending students
to two different locations: the Habijax build and a site in
Jacksonville Beaches. Most students ended up working at the
same site all week, which allowed them to bond with each other
and the Habitat staff, while enabling the workers to see the
progress that they made throughout the week. Habitat's policy
requires that the individuals the houses are being built for put in
a certain amount of "sweat equity," or certain amount of hours
working on a Habitat house, in order to live in one. Gina
Filloramo '10, a Habitat member who went on the trip said,
"Getting the chance to meet the individual whose house you
were helping to build personalized the experience ... hearing the
gratitude and appreciation from the homeowners made it all
worth it."
Trinity offers a Habitat Spring Break trip every year, and
it is open to all students.
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Women's Lacrosse Runs Undefeated Streak to Four Games in Fla.
ByJONSIMONIAN
SENIOR EDITOR
Spring vacation is a time for
most Trinity students or groups
to leave the hallowed academic
grounds of Hartford and travel
far and wide in search of... (insert
almost anything here). Some students may have been searching
for some sun in the Mexico or
the Bahamas, while others may
have been searching for competition on a golf course in Scotland.
The Trinity Women's Lacrosse
team was actually looking for a
bit of both sun and competition
during their spring break travels
as the team took their 2-0 record
to Wellington, Fla. to ptay a pair
of non-conference games against
the Babson College Beavers and
the Goucher College Gophers.
But, before the Bantams were
ready to go down to Florida for
the break, they had two games on
the docket in the Northeast that
remained to be played.
Trinity began the year on a
very high note with an upset of
the seventh-ranked team in
Division III and NESCAC rival
Colby and was rewarded for this
effort with an immediate jump
into the top 20 in both Women's
Lacrosse national ranking polls.
Immediately after the Colby win,
the Bantams jumped to 15th

www.trincoll.edu

Co-captain Lauren Malinowslci '07 (back) and Courtney Collins '07 provide experience and leadership for the Bantams.

from unranked in the IWLCA
coaches' poll and from unranked
to 13th in the Inside Lacrosse
Women's Division III poll. "We
[the team] were pretty upset that
we weren't ranked in the preseason," said attacker C. J. Yanofsky
'08.
"We always felt like we
should be on there [... and] we
felt a lot more confident after the
Colby win."

However, with Colby behind
them, the Bantams picked up
right where they left off in their
second game against Eastern
Connecticut, trouncing the
Warriors 15-6 on March 15. The
game was never in doubt as the
Bantams led 74 after the first
half and then outscored Eastern
8-2 in the second half. Yanofsky
led the team on the attack end of

the field with five goals on nine
shots with help from captain
Lauren Malinowski '07, who
added a goal and two assists, and
midfielder Carrie Disa '09, who
tallied two goals and an assist.
The Bantams were supposed to
have a second game later that
week against Bates on Saturday,
but the Nor'easter that hit
Hartford on Friday had different

plans and the game was rescheduled for April 1.
Thus, with a 2-0 overall
record, the Bantams headed
down to Florida for two games
over spring vacation. First up for
Trinity was Babson, who, despite
being only 90 miles from
Hartford, traveled close to 1,500
miles south to play the Bantams.
The Beavers took a 7-5 lead going
into halftime, but the Bantams
came surging back in the second
half, allowing only three goals in
the second frame which held
Babson down enough for the
Trinity offense to score seven in
the second for a 12-10 comeback
win. Yanofsky and attacker Jenn
Calver '10 each had three goals
for the Bantams and goalie
Michelle Smith '08 made 10 saves
in the game to solidify the
Bantam defense. "Our defense is
very strong this year [...] we have
to give kudos to them," Yanofsky
said.
"The strength of our
defense is what is making us win
so far this year."
To round out their spring
break trip, the Bantams faced off
against the Goucher College
Gophers, a team that Trinity lost
to last year. The same would not
happen this year as Trinity completely dominated the game, outsee DEFENSE on page 21

RELAY FOR LIFE
SIGN UP NOW!
April 14-15
i ^

One lucky winner and a guest will receive:
•» Transportation
•* Hotel
* Tickets to a taping of The Daily Show with Jon Stewart
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Enter contest by registering for our email editions

www.trinitytripocl.com/freetrip
•VW the uri abms f a complete njfea end regulations.

Sign up at:
www.acsevents.org/relay/cttrinity
Contact:
Caitlin.Farrell@trincoll.edu
Daniel.Hoyle@trincoll.edu
Harry.Cypners@trincoll.edu
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Bants' Moorhead, White Barnard, McGrath Hurl Complete Games
Shine at NCAA Champs
continued from page 24

By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
SPORTS EDITOR
On March 9 and 10, sophomore runner Sam Moorhead and
junior sprinter Amanda White represented the Trinity Track and
Field team at the NCAA Division
III National Championship Meet
at the Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology in Indiana.

Courtesy of Sam Moorhead '09
Sam Moorhead '09 ran the 800-m. event.

Moorhead placed seventh in
the 800-meter run with a time of
1:55.30, earning All-American honors by Finishing in the top eight.
White placed fourth in her preliminary heat with a time of 8.36 in
the 55-meter hurdles, but fell .07
seconds short of qualifying for the
finals and finished tied for ninth
overall in her event.
Moorhead, who last year
missed qualifying for nationals by
.08 seconds, was seeded fifth going
into this year's meet, and took
™tliud place
in
p
n i^^JjgjfWftlilSSw
with a qualifying time of 1:55.51.
"Getting past the prelims was
probably the best moment in my
career. Everyone who makes it to
the finals [earns All-American status], so stepping [across the finish]
line of finals was a lot easier than

The Bantams won a first
game in which they plated at
least one run in each inning by a
score of 9-3. Freshman lefthander Derek Anderson went
five and two-thirds innings,
allowing one earned run and
striking out six, to pick up the
win.
Junior shortstop Thomas
DiBenedetto, playing in his
hometown, gave the fans something to cheer about with three
hits, including a double. He batted .425 with 15 runs scored,
three doubles, and a triple on
the trip. Killeen contributed two
hits and two RBI to the effort.
The Panthers took an early 20 lead in the nightcap, but the
Bantams came back with four
runs in the top of the fourth
and never trailed again. They
added three in the sixth and two
in the seventh to put the game
away for good. Sullivan went 3-6
with a double on the day.
Pitching carried the Bantams
to a sweep on March 23 of the
State University of New York at
Fredonia Blue Devils, as both
starters threw seven-inning complete games. Barnard struck out
eight while allowing eight hits
and a single walk in Trinity's 4-2
victory in game one.
Junior
infielder
Guy
Gogliettino was the offensive
hero of the morning, driving in
the game-winner in the fourth.
www.trincoll.edu
Sophomore southpaw Eric

the preliminary race," he said.
Encouragement and advice
from Head Coach George Suitor
have been integral to Moorhead's
success. "[He] has a lot of confidence in me, so that really helps if
I lose confidence in myself," said
Moorhead.
Although White fell just short
of the finals, her 8.36 time in the
preliminary round was a career
best, and she looks to improve
upon her performance next year.
"All of the time and work I put
into my season paid off, and even
though I, didn't make AllAmerican, it was still a great experience and it's just given me even
more motivation to go again [...] I
feel like all of my hard work has
finally paid off and I look forward
to competing again at the NCAAs.
I feel more confident now and
that I can only go up from here,"
she said.
That sentiment applies to
Moorhead as well. Both runners

proved that they can compete with
the best and that they have bright
futures ahead of them.
"Trinity should be very proud
of both of these athletes," Suitor
said.

Defense a Key Ingredient
in W. Lacrosse's Success
continued from page 20
shooting the Gophers 37-20 and
crushing them by the final score
of 15-5. Yanofsky again led the
Bantams with six goals, which
brought her season total to 15.
The spring trip to Florida was
very successful for the Women's
Lacrosse team, if only because
they won both games they
played. However, on another
level, the two games in Florida
were also important for a different reason. "We did exactly what
we wanted to do over the break
going in and coming out undefeated. We also had a lot of people influencing those games,"
Yanofsky said. "Our team has a
lot of depth and we were able to
get more people into the Florida
games than we might normally
have."
Indeed, the rest of the country is starting to recognize the
Bantams as another top-caliber
squad in a NESCAC league that
is full of very good teams. Both
of the current Women's Lacrosse
polls have eight NESCAC teams
ranked in the top 20 in D-III
(Amherst, Bowdoin, Williams,

Middlebury, Colby, Trinity,
Hamilton, and Tufts). "A lot of
[good] teams can cruise through
their season with their eyes on
the NCAAs. We go into every
game like it's a tournament game
because there is no cakewalk in
the NESCAC/' Yanofsky said.
The Bantams will again be put
to the test these next few weeks
with four crucial games that will
likely have a very big impact on
how far they can go when the
NESCAC and NCAA tournaments roll around.
This weekend, Trinity will play
two home games, first on
Saturday against Tufts then the
next day on Sunday, the Bantams
will play the makeup game
against Bates. The next week will
get even tougher as Trinity will
travel to Amherst - who claims
the top spot in the Inside poll
and the third spot in the IWLCA
poll - on Wednesday.
After that game, Trinity will
take on Bowdoin - who is right
behind the Lord Jeffs in both
polls - on Saturday at home. All
home games will begin at 12:00
p.m. at the Robin L Sheppard
Field.

out effort in game two held the
Blue Devils scoreless until the
last inning and led the Bantams
to a decisive 7-2, win. Freshman
outfielder Jim Wood continued
to tear the cover off the ball,
going 3-6 with three runs scored
over the two games.
Pitching and offense met as
Trinity soundly beat Hamilton

\ « - • • « ,

in game one on March 24 by a Sean Killeen, a bunch of guys
resounding score of 15-0. had a heck of a trip, We've got
Rappaport threw five one-hit, good pitching - look at
scoreless innings to pick up the Rappaport, Meehan, Barnard.
win for the Bantams. Junior util- We don't have just one or two
ityman Matt Stafford shone guys carrying the team. It's a
offensively, belting two home tribute to what we've done to
prepare for the season/' he said.
runs.
The Bantams and their eightSenior
righty
Michael
Gryguc pitched the Bantams to game win streak will return to
a 94 win in the nightcap and baseball in the snow on Tuesday
Wood continued his offensive with a game at Springfield
College at 3:00 p.m. and their
tear.
first
series against a NESCAC
Rappaport attributed the
team's success in part to their East rival when they head up to
ability to come together, saying, Bowdoin for a game at 3:00 p.m.
"Over this past week in Florida, Friday and games at 12:00 p.m.
our team chemistry has been and 2:00 p.m. Saturday.
phenomenal [...] There is no
"We want to continue what
doubt in my mind that our we've been doing [...] It's a difteam chemistry will carry over ferent environment here. There's
to our games up north."
school, which is obviously a priHead Coach Bill Decker ority, but we can't have distracagreed that the wins so far have tions. We need to keep our focus
truly been a team effort. "Jim [...] We're going to take it one
Wood, Thomas DiBenedetto, weekend at a time," Decker said.

Courtesy of Matthew Sullivan '10
Captain Jon Rappaport '08 threw a five-inning, one-hitter against Fredonia State.

%

Facebook March Madness pools:
HOT!
Though the unlikeliest of candidates is
winning the Tripod's pool.
New York Yankees:

Dice-K plajin? for the Red Sox:
HOI!
Bringing the Asian Sensation
lu Boston

NOT!
The new NFL commissioner
takes charge with stricter offthe-field penalties.
Tom Brady as a baby daddy:

UNDECIDED!
If only Bridget, then NOT! But if both of his
lady friends are with child: HOT!
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Staff of Talented Veterans
Anchors Bantam Softball

The Tripod would like to congratulate
the NESCAC Winter All-Academic
Selections from Trinity
Men's Ice Hockey:
Gregory Camarco '07
Simon Dionne '07
Women's ice Hockey:
Rebecca Aberie '08
Kara Douglas '08
Emma Handy '08
Men's Squash:
Sahil Vora '07
Women's Squash:
Siobhan Knight '07
Julia Rosenthal '08
Women's Basketball:
Cat Maher '07

Terriers, 10-1, and downed the
Lasell College Lasers, 8-2, to finish
their spring break trip with an 8-1
record and four straight wins. Sergi
struck out four and walked one in
her five-inning no-hitter against
Thomas in Trinity's second game
of the day, while Hills went 3-3
with three runs scored. Dougherty
struck out 11 batters in a six-inning
four-hitter against Plymouth State
and Alvino tossed a five-hit, complete game with five strikeouts and
no walks against Lasell. Hills went
4-5 with four RBI and two runs
scored against Plymouth State and
2-4 against the Lasers and finished
the day 9-12 in the three games.
Turner belted a three-run homer
against the Panthers and catcher
Arianna Mullin '09 did the same
against Lasell for the Bantams.
Trinity scored 37 runs over the
course of the three-game sweep.

continued from page 24

Women's Track & Field:
Megan Apfelbaum '08
Kristina Miner '08
Katherine Spencer '08
Christina Wheeler-Castillo '08
Men's Track & Field:
Nathaniel Gravel '07
Timothy Scarella '08
Jesse Wanzer '08
Women's Swimming & Diving:
Shannon Conner '07
Emma Goehring '08
Amanda Kulik '08
Jennifer Phelps '08
Aliza Tuek-Herman '08

To be honored, a student-athlete must be a Junior or a Senior, and be a varsity
letter winner with a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.35.

On March 21, the Buffalo State
College Bengals, who were playing
in their season opener, handed the
Bantams their first loss of the season by a score of 5-3.
"Buffalo State was a big game
going in for us," said Gostanian.
"We played them last year and
took something of a beating, so we
were looking to amend that this
year. It was one of those games
that if we had just one more
inning to play, we could have
come out on top."
The Bantams came back to
defeat St. Lawrence to improve
their record to 5-1. Sergi tossed a
one-hitter with two strikeouts over
six innings to lead Trinity to a 9-1
win over the Saints, who dropped
to 2-3-1 with the loss.
Sergi allowed just one run in
the second inning to earn her second win in as many days as the
Bantams scored their first run in
the fourth inning but tacked on
eight over the next two innings to
force the eight-run mercy rule into
effect. Tait paced the Bantam
offense with three hits and a pair
of runs scored.
On March 22, the Bantams
played a rare Softball tripleheader.
Trinity pummeled the Plymouth
State University Panthers, 19-0,
defeated the Thomas College

"I think we did great down in
Florida," said Gostanian. "Starting
a season off with a successful
spring training trip is always a plus.
There are obviously always things
to work on but I think overall we
had a very successful trip."
The Bantams will return to
New England with a game at
Smith at 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, followed by a three-game series at
home against Bowdoin at 4:00
p.m. on Friday and 12:00 p.m. and
2:30 p.m. Saturday.

QUINNIPI AC U:
MBA

RAVE REVIEWS FOR GUI

Physician Assistant

The Quinnipiac University School of Btisiness MBA

Interactive
Communications

program continues to prepare business professionals
for the realities of management in global, technology-,

Teaching

driven work environments in specializations such as:

Biomedical
Sciences

• M B A WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING,

Molecular/Cell
Biology
Journalism

. CIS, FINANCE, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS,
MANAGEMENT, MARKETING •
• M B A - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST® TRACK
• M B A IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT

Nursing
Accounting
Computer Information
Systems

YOUR .NEXT'MOVE •
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Qwinnipiac University offers graduate programs
in 17 distinct disciplines. Whether you are interested
in our AACSB nationally accredited business program,

MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING

the master of arts in teaching (MAT) program or one of

Extensive internship programs, red-world experience and

the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism and

dynamic faculty have made the Quinnipiac Master of Arts in
Teaching (MAT) program among the most respected in the
country. Now our MAT program is more affordable than ever,

interactive communications programs, all have been
designed to thoroughly prepare you for a professional
career. For more information, call 1-800-462-1944 or
visit w w w . q u i n n i p i a c . e d y .

thanks to new incentives that, in exchange for participation in
our internships, can waive tuition for most of the program.

QUINNIPIAG UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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Men's Tennis Opens Seasonin
California Against Div. II Foe
By PETER DACEY

SPORTS WRITER
With high hopes and high expectations, the Trinity Men's Tennis team
kicked off its season this past week
against Division II opponent Sonoma
State.
While the 7-2 loss was a disappointment, the Bantams should not be discouraged about the match or their season's outlook. Following a short fall season that included a couple of successful
individual events, Trinity looks ready to
come together and take the NESCAC by
storm.
Even while the Northeast was blanketed by a fresh batch of snow, Trinity had
the luxury of traveling to California to
face off against the Sonoma State
Seawolves.
Unfortunately, the combination of
•warm weather and time off made it a
tough day for the Bantams, to say nothing of the talent of one of the tougher
teams
on
Trinity's difficult
schedule for thi*.
season.
Co-captain
Brian Marsdtn
'07 and .Breit

White '10, co-captain Willie Leonard '07,
and Jonathan McLernan '07.
In the first dual play of his Trinity
career, White put forth an excellent effort
in the fourth spot, losing 6-3, 6-4.
Leonard's performance in the sixth spot
was a heartstopper, and he was edged out
by only the slightest of margins at 7-6 (1),
5-7, 10-6.
Trinity came close to winning all
three doubles matches, but White and
McLernan were victims to another close
loss, 8-6.
Given the level of the Bantam's first
opponent, there should not be too much
read into the loss, as Trinity's outlook
remains
excellent.
The
newest
Intercollegiate Tennis Association rankings place Trinity third in the powerful
Northeast Region, and the Bantams also
hold the number 11 spot in the national
ranking.
Marsden looks to have a final season
indicative of his excellent career, and his
11th individual national ranking seems to
reflect
those
expectations. He
.ilso shares the
number
three
jianking in the
region for doubles
with
Ramsay, who is
lanked seventh
•ndividually in
i he region.
Rounding
nut the rankings
is Wednesday's

Ramsay
'OS
returned in tht ir
roles at the t< "
of Trinity's linkup, getting then
first crack at sing " a n d doubk*
competition in ,1
ahng and
dual" match,'*""
Samarth,
who
W h i I
garnered
the
Matsden (6-2, 6-0
1
igion's
eight
loss) and Rams-.Edwin C Pratt spot.
(6-4, 6-0 loss)
both
showed The Bantams will play their first league games this weekend. Head Coach
Paul Assaiante
some rust in singles play, they were only just bested in has been steadily building the program,
their doubles match, 9-7, displaying that and he wants nothing less than top comthey should once again be one of the top petition for his players.
Trinity also has the challenge of both
doubles teams in the nation.
their
region and the NESCAC conferOne of the most glowing efforts on
the day came from Gautam Samarth '09. ence; Middlebury and Williams both
Samarth seemed to pick up right where stand ahead of them in the rankings. In
he left off following an excellent first sea- all, the road is not an easy one, but the
son last year, taking his singles match at potential is there for a magical season.
Look for the Bantams to show what
the fifth spot, 4-6, 6-1, 6-2, and teaming
with David Yahng '09 to take Trinity's they are made of in the coming days, as
only doubles point, 8-6. Yahng was not they face three consecutive away matches
too shabby himself at the third spot, within the NESCAC against Bowdoin on
March 31, Colby on April 1, and Tufts
holding his own in a 6-4, 6-2 defeat.
Rounding out Trinity's day were Nick on April 3.

,

-r-rry^
Edwin C Pratt

The M e n ' s Tennis t e a m l o o k s t o draw o n a fall season m a r k e d b y individual success in t h e spring.
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BASES ALl:
STANDINGS
NESCAC EAST
m
L
T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Q
0
0
0

Saias
Bowdoin
Gofcy
TRINITY

Tuns
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w L
T
i
5
0
5
5
0
0
2
0
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1
0
4
0
6

SCOREBOARD
Sa

3/1?

SU

3/18

Stl
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M

3/19

W
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Til

3/22

Til

3/22

F
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F

3/23

Sa 3/24
Sa

VS.

(Cape Cora. Fia)
vs. eajson: Gama I
(ft. Myers, Ra.)
vs. &eto$Qn:Gam 2
(Ft. Myers, Fia.)
vs. Norm Centra
(Sarasota, Fia.}
vs. St. lawenca
(Ft. Mysrs, Ftaj
•vs. Plymouth state:
{Ft. Myers, Fist.)
vs. piyrooutn state:
Game 2
(Ft Myers, Pia.)
vs. FredoitiaStaie:
Game 1
(Ft. Myers, Fia)
vs. Predonia State:
Game 2
(Ft Myers, R&)
vs. HamBon: Gants 1
(POrtQiartatte, F3&)
vs.HamBtQtr.Gama z
(Port ctiarane, Fia)

SCHEDULE
Tu
3127 at Springfield
F
3/30
Sa 3/31
Sa
3/31 at Bowdoit: Gama 2
M
4tt
VS. VWM

STANDINGS
NESCAC EAST
L
T
w
0
0
Bates
0
0
0
0
0
0
Cotiy
0
0
0
TRINITY
0
0
0
Tuns
0

3/23

{Wellington, F
vs. Gaudier

SCHEDULE
Sa 3/31 vs. Tuns
Su 4/1
vs. Bates

• 2

H
3
8
8

Overall
L
4
3
1
1
4

T
0
0
0
9
0

SCOREBOARD
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(snow)
W

postponed
6(11

3/16

M

3/J9

4-3

L

5-2

W
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W

10-4

W

3-3

W

9-4

W

4-2

W

7-2

W

15O

W

S-4

M

3/19

TU 3/20
TU 3/20
W

3/21

W

3/21

Th

3/22

Til
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Tft

3/22

( c $ » Cera, Ha.}
vs. Wise-superior
(Ft. Myets.
)
vs. St. Lawrence
(Ft. iMyers, B a )
vs. Amngnt
|Ft. Myers, H a )
vs. worcasterstate
(Ft. Myers, Fia.)
vs. ButtaJo Slats
(Cape Coral. Fia.}
vs. St. Lawrence
(Cape C a r * FJa.)
vs. Piymoutf! StaEe
[Ft. Myers, Fia.)
vs. Tnomas Oostege
(Ft Myeis, Fia.)
vs. Lases
(Ft. Myere, B a )

(WOW)
W

6«1
17-2
strm.

W

w

6-2

w

15-1
6«rtn.

5-3

t

S-1
8 inn.
19<3
6inn.

v*

SCHEDULE
Tu 3fi7 at Smith
F
3/30 VS.
sa 3/31 vs.
Sa 3«1 vs.

w

sinn.

W

8-2

4:00p.m.
4:00 p.m.

t2:oop.m.
2:30 p.m.

MEN'S LACROSSE

3:oop.m.
3:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

STANDINGS

Tons
W 12-10
W

15-5

12:00 p.m.

I2:oop.m.

Compiled by Stephanie Apstsin
Sources: trincoll.edu/afhlelics, NESCAC.com

NESCAC
L
0
2
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
2
0
3
0

w
Amiierst
TRINITY

SCOREBOARD
vs.
W 3/21

w

Bates
Westeyan
Cotoy
Conn. Coil.

SCOREBOARD
W 3/21 at LyncMurg
Sa 3/24 vs. Coioy
SCHEDULE
W 3/28 vs.Wftoaton
Sa 3/3' at TulK

overall

w

L
0
0
2
1
0
2
1
1
3
4

4
3
2
3
4
3
3
6
1

16-8

L

w
•1'.00 p.m.

Mountain, Cox Power Lacrosse
Offense to 9 4 Win Over Colby
continued Bom page 24

the second half, with two of the three in
the attempted third-quarter comeback.
Balancing Mountain's second-half scoring
out well, Cox did most of his damage in
the first half, though he did also get the
third-quarter scoring started with his final
goal of the day.
Mountain and Cox have been two of
the Bantams' most consistent pace-setters
so far this season, and, according to senior
co-captain Curtis Kahn, "have shown confidence and poise beyond
their years of experience,
and are providing a much
needed
spark
on
offense."
;
They account for two
of the top three point
leaders on the team, and
appear to only be
improving with every
game
they
play.
Mountain has already
netted a team-high 10
goals this year on only 24
shots, which results in a
remarkable .417 shooting
percentage. Cox, in addition to his five goals on
the year, has done a great The Men's Lacrosse
job setting his teammates
:
up with a team high five assists as well.
Mountain and Cox struck again with
one goal and two assists, respectively3 in
Trinity's' March 24 win over the Colby
College White Mules. The Bantams clearly
rebounded well from their first loss of the
season and came out against the Mules
with a very, composed, patient attack,

which resulted in the 9-4 win. The fans in
attendance were witnesses to a real rarity in
college lacrosse: a scoreless half. Neither
team was able to put one past the goalie
until the second half got underway.
Trinity started the scoring in the third
quarter with three consecutive goals by
sophomore midfielder Zac Trudeau, freshman midfielder Ray Mooney, and freshman defenseman Colin Murphy. Mooney
and Murphy are pivotal pieces of the
Bantams' incredibly talented freshman
class.
"The freshman class
is the strongest class I
have played with in my
four years here; they are
a great group of guys
who love the game and
do everything the coaches and captains have
asked them to do," Kahn
said.
Trudeau and senior
midfielder
Patrick
Gibbons finished off the
Bantams' five-goal third
quarter that left Trinity
witri the 5-3 advantage
heading into the final
Erin Caner stanza. Trinity put the
team is 3-1 overall, finishing touches on this
win with an additional
four goals in the final quarter while stingily only allowing Colby only one more,
leading to the 9-4 final score.
The Bantams, who, Kahn said, "must
focus on the game in front of us," will now
turn their attention to the winless
Wheaton College Lyons, who come to
Trinity on March 28.

Inside Sports:
All-Academics,
page 22
Men's Tennis,
page 23
The Trinity Tripod
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Softball Ends Vacation with Four Straight Wins Baseball Blasts
Through Fla.
with 9-1 Mark
ByCATMAHER
SPORTS WRITER

Over the past few years, the Trinity
Softball team has established itself as a legitimate contender in the NESCAC, advancing
deep into the League Championship
Tournament in both 2005 and 2006. The
Bantams set a new record for wins with 23
last spring, finishing 23-10 with six of their
losses coming against teams that qualified
for the NCAA Tournament. Under Head
Coach Caitlin Luz, the 2007 Bantams boast
a talented roster once again, led by co-captain and All-NESCAC pitcher-first baseman
Sara Dougherty '07 and co-captain infielder
Alessandra Diamantis '07.
Righthanders Brittany Alvino '08 and
Gabrielle Sergi '09 join Dougherty as veterans on the pitching staff Alvino is 7-3 over
her first two seasons and Sergi has the ability to be a solid starter at the varsity level.
The infield is deep with talented athletes, led
by shortstop and leadoff hitter Stacy Hills
'07. Hills, who has started every game of her
career, batted .316 with 11 doubles and 29
runs scored in 2006. Diamantis has been a
productive slap hitter and a steady fielder at
both second and third base.
"I'm entirely confident we'll be a big
contender in the NESCAC this year," said
Beth Gostanian '08, who was an AllNESCAC honoree last spring, playing a stel- lar defensive center fielder and hitting .262
.mtk... 11 .doubles, and 16.-RBI, "We've got
some outstanding freshmen and behind
them in our [returning players] we've got
some very seasoned experience."

The team traveled down to Florida over
spring break to begin their season. On
March 19, the Bantams took on the
University
of
Wisconsin-Superior
Yellowjackets. Dougherty tossed a three-hitter, fanned eight, and hit a home run to help
her own cause as Trinity rolled to a 6-1 win.
Later that day, Trinity crushed the St.
Lawrence University Saints, 17-2. Alvino
earned the win, striking out seven and walking none in four innings of work.
The next day, Trinity defeated the

Albright College Lions 6-2. First basemancatcher Lydia Turner '09 had two hits and a
double and Dougherty struck out six in a
complete game two-hitter. Sergi allowed four
hits with two strikeouts in the nightcap
against the Worcester State College Lancers.
Turner had three hits and two RBI and outfielder Jessica Tait '10 went 4-4 with a. double and three runs to start Trinity's season
with a perfect record of 4-0.

By STEPHANIE APSTEIN

SPORTS EDITOR

On March 27, 2006, the Trinity
Baseball team was sitting on an unremarkable 7-5 record after their spring training
trip to Fort Myers, Fla. A year later, an
influx of talented freshmen and a noticeable improvement in team chemistry have
contributed to the Bantams' current 11-1
mark, the best by far in the NESCAC.
Like many other Trinity students, the
Baseball team had to put their spring
break plans on hold when their flight —
and
subsequently their scheduled game
rti4i.,f#.'''.v v>'' " h
, '• against Haverford on March 17 — was
cancelled, but they arrived in Fort Myers
ready to prove that last season was a fluke
in Trinity Baseball's impressive history.
The Bantams split their doubleheader
in the Gene Cusic Baseball Classic with
Babson College on March 18, as the
Beavers handed Trinity its first loss of the
season by a score of 5-2 in game two.
Trinity came out strong in the,,morning behind junior righthander ChanS
Barnard's strong six-strikeout perform,^.ce_tojtake,..the first,5amei_4-3;JrJh£BgMnef,
was knotted at one until the sixth inning,
www.trincoll.edu
when freshman outfielder Matt Sullivan
The Softball team is off to a good start and must continue to play well for a NESCAC Tournament berth. knocked in two with a double to
Trinity ahead for good.
The Beavers rallied i n ^ # ^ e n t h with
two runs, but junip«*fe1iever Tim Kiely
locked up the-'game for the Bantams,
was postponed due to the mammoth eleven goals in the first half. Trinity did earning his first save of the season.
Trinity did not fare as well in the
Nor'easter that blanketed the region two make up some ground in the third quarter
weekends ago. Trinity, coming off of a as they held the Hornets scoreless for the nightcap, committing two errors that
week hiatus due to the cancellation, rode full 15 minutes. In addition to their perfect allowed Babson to score their five runs
some prolific scoring and strong defense defense in the third quarter, the Bantams on a single hit.
The next day, the Bantams met North
into Lynchburg College in Lynchburg, Va. also put in three goals of their own, makon March 21 in an attempt to prolong ing the score 11-6 at the start of the game's Central College of Naperville, III. in a
final stanza.
Port Charlotte Invitational game and
their undefeated start to the season.
The Bantam attack on the day was led picked up an easy 10-5 win. Junior capHowever, unfortunately for Bantams
fans, the fates apparently had something by sophomore attackmen Rob Mountain tain righthander Jon Rappaport earned
other than an undefeated season in mind and Adam Cox, who punished the the win with a strong six-plus-inning,
"for Trinity as the Bantams lost for the first Hornets net with three goals apiece. three-hit, three-strikeout performance. He
time this year against the also unbeaten Mountain scored all three of his goals in did not allow an earned run.
On the other side of the ball, Trinity's
Hornets by the score of 16-8.
see MOUNTAIN on page 23
potent offense exploded for at least one
The Hornets came out on fire, scoring
run in each of the first four innings,
including a three-run third that chased
the Cardinals' Justin Rezzuto from the
mound with-an 18.00 ERA in the game.
Sophomore catcher Sean Killeen led the
charge, going 4-4 with a double, a triple,
three runs, and three RBI.
Trinity moved on to defeat the St.
Lawrence University Saints in the Cusic
Classic on March 21 by a decisive 10-4
margin. The key was another strong
Bantam pitching performance, this time
by junior righthander Michael Regan,
who went seven innings and scattered
three runs to collect the win. The offense
was also far from silent, pounding out 14
hits.
The Bantams took their win streak to
four with their sweep of a doubleheader
against the Plymouth State University
Panthers in another Cusic game on
March 22. The Trinity offense dominated,
belting a total of 18 runs on 22 hits.
see STAFF on page 22

Men's Lacrosse Hangs on for Spring Break Split
By ANDREW BUCHBINDER
SPORTS WRITER
While the majority of Trinity's residents flocked to warmer, snowstorm-free
weather last week, the Men's Lacrosse team
stayed behind in the gray Northeast to try
to continue their early season winning
streak. The Bantams jumped out of the
gates this year, winning their first two
games against Salve Regina University and
Western Connecticut University by lopsided scores of 14-4 and 13-4, respectively.
The Bantams' third scheduled game this
season, which was penned to be at Bates,

-!!!.•

!..

Despite the snowstorm two weekends ago, the Men's Lacrosse team played better in the cold than they did down South in the warmer temperatures.

see BARNARD on page 21
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Facebook Expands With TCAC Adds 'Flava' to Spring Weekend
New Relationship Options
By MIKAKIS TUSMAL
NEWS WRITER
Responding to pressure from a
rapidly
expanding
Facebook
group, Mark Zuckerberg and the
other geniuses behind your
favorite Internet addiction have
added new relationship status
options.
Changes include new status
options as well as the ability to list
more than one person for example "on the rebound from ... with."
Other new status options include
"broke the heart of," "is in a long
distance relationship with," "made
a man/woman of," "got cooties
from poking," and "is in a faux
Facebook relationship with ... but
really dating."
"I'm really glad you can list
more than one person now," said
Katie Dally '09. "I mean what else
would make a relationship complicated besides another person?
And open relationship? What does
that mean if you can only list one
person on Facebook? Lame-O!"

Other students were happy to
finally be able to acknowledge a
real significant other while retaining ties to a best friend from high j
school or an amusing link to a fake I
profile. "It'll always be complicated with Night Train," says Andrew
Rohman '07, "but now I can let
people know I have a real girlfriend, too."
Real girlfriend Michelle Corliss
'07 agreed, saying, "Emma and I
think 'it's complicated' is so Avril,
but I do care about Andrew, too."
Other options, like "introduced the family to," "going
steady with," or "brought ... home
for Thanksgiving," allow students
to show that they've taken their
relationship to the next level without shocking and confusing their
friends with an engaged or married
status.
• "Students seem really happy
with the specificity and flexibility
they now have," said Zuckerberg in
a Facebook Flyer. "We have always
tried to make our social networking site receptive to user concerns."

By ERIC SHUN
FEATURES EDITOR-

dence of this hip-hop influence in
Folds' Spring Weekend performance. "I'm really excited to be performing with someone with the
political consciousness so evident
in Public Enemy lyrics. They really
transformed the scene, something I
tried to replicate with Rockin' the
Svburbs. I can definitely see how
our styles of music relate," said
Folds. "I feel like the lyrics and
beats of hip-hop really resonate
through my indie core."

Not everyone was as pleased
with the announcement. "TCAC
tries to please everyone, and thus
Rapper Flavor Flav will headmanages to please almost nobody,"
line Spring Weekend this year, the
said John Rendeiro '09. "The sureTrinity College Activities Council
ly absurd amount of money the
announced this week, with Ben
school is spending to fly out Flavor
Folds performing as the opening
Flav could have been used on any
act. Trinity-based band G-Punch
number of cheaper, more interestwill kick off the concert.
ing bands."
Trinity band The G-Punch will
Flavor Flav, a founding member of the politically conscious hipbe opening for the opener at this
hop group "Public Enemy," faded
year's Spring Weekend. The band,
into relative obscurity after his
made up of four Trinity students
"Word," said Flav, cackling.
career fizzled out in the mid-1990s.
"We didn't think we would and one Hartford local, was origiThe rapper recently regained a cult find such an awesome act so late in nally known as The Grundle Punch
following as the star of the VH-1 the game, but things just clicked but chose the more family-friendly
reality show, "Flavor of Love."
into place," said Dan Hoyle '09, a moniker in anticipation of the wild
, , Ben Folds has been touring,and, TCAC member who nsksd liepod', popularity clearly, coming their
recording independently since the writers to "keep this on the DL" to way.
breakup of Ben Folds Five, and will avoid excessive thanks from his fel"Yeah, we're going to be huge,"
trying to edge out all forms of be opening for John Mayer this low students. "I know that Flav is said member Scott Baumgartner
summer. One recent release, going to be a kick-ass performer.
competition."
'07, who describes the band as
"I'm counting down the sec- "sort of like if you threw Justin
"I think it's sad that our food Bitches Ain't Shit, covered the Dr.
service is in such a sorry state that Dre album of the same name, and onds until Flavor-Flav comes," he Timberlake, Citizen Cope, and
ramen noodles are considered legit- the audience may be seeing evi- said. "Get it?"
Weezer into a blender."
imate competition," said one disgruntled student.
Chartwells has also looked into
By NACHO CHEESE
acquiring the former Timothy's
CHEESE THAT'S NOT YOURS
Restaurant as an addition to their
on-campus locations but was out
bid by an Albanian couple who
The Tiipod and the Student
bravely plan to open their own Government Association signed a
restaurant in the space.
Peace Treaty this weekend. At a cel"Maybe Chartwells should ebratory gathering afterwards, both
introduce a BYOB policy if they signatories expressed satisfaction
really want Mather to approach the with the treaty.
popularity that Timothy's enjoyed,"
"We both exist to serve the stusuggested another student.
dent population
of Trinity
The Wikipedia entry devoted to College," said Tripod Editor-inChartwells cites concerns about Chief Katy Nolin '08. "We should
the monopoly situation resulting be friends, not enemies."
from only one privately owned
"I think of us more as frene- Erin Caner. That's her. Just FYI. It's okay to laugh... we did. A lot. And then some more.
cafeteria at a school, "allowing mies," said SGA President Devin This student is horrrrified that the SGA did not pose for a photo. What losers.
prices to increase and, potentially, Romanul '07.
quality to decrease." Students at
Tripod editors pledged objectiv- b g transparency and bringing the said one former Editor-in-Chief.
Northeastern University, "con- ity and careful fact-checking in government back to the people. "I "Since I've gone to D.C. for the
cerned that Chartwells purchases reporting on SGA matters, while like to think of myself as the Barack semester, Tripod staffers have had
bulk foods from manufactures who SGA officers promised "not to of Trinity," said Managing Editor way fewer issues with both the SGA
use preservatives that may serve the mess with" the Tripod budget.
and SGA senator Joseph Tarzi '08, and the Athletics Department.
same purpose as a laxative," have
Efforts to restore relations who was instrumental in bringing Loves it!"
organized
the
"Stop
the began last semester with the weekly the parties together.
Upon ratification of the treaty,
Movement! Movement." The arti- publication of "The Gavel," a rivet"Relations have calmed down a peace pipe was passed among
cle does not adequately cite its ref- ing summary of the SGA's minutes. since the SGA's relative lack of senators and editors to "seal the
erences
or
sources,
notes The SGA has come to see the action has provided no inflamma- deal," said Senior Editor Joanna
Wikipedia.
Tripod as a valuable tool in increas- tory fodder for Tripod articles," Hecht '07.

Kitchens, Microwaves to
Disappear from Dofrns
By HOWARD K STERN
NOT THE BABY DADDY
Trinity students responded
angrily to recently proposed modifications to health and safety
inspection restrictions this week.
Trinity
administrators
announced via e-mail that cooking
appliances, including microwaves,
refrigerators, and electric teapots
will be banned from dorms beginning in the Fall 2007 semester. "A
large percentage of the fire alarms
to which Campus Safety must
respond are set off by bags of popcorn left in the microwave for too
long," stated the announcement.
Consequently, the fire department
has demanded that the college add
microwaves to the list of banned
items. .
Students wishing to use such
"high-tech and flammable" appliances must hire a Chartwells
employee to assist in their operation,
another
modification
demanded by the fire department,
the spokesman said.
This announcement came in
the same week as the news that
Peter B's will be replaced by a
Chartwells-run snack stand.
"The two policies are connected," said one insider who wished to
remain anonymous. "Chartwells is
Sex Tips
Actual articles? No.
Respectable ATs
Anna Nicole Smith
Yo Momma, Foo'
OhhHHHHhhh....
(Jedipai Complex

Intramural Softball
League Results in Death
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SGA and Tripod Move Toward Peace

Outfielder loses ball in sun, becomes
impaled on Broad Street Fence Community feels isolated, Page 24
Jfe

Opinions: Joe Tarzi '08 offends someone ... again, page 7
News: Replaced by the Features section, page 11
Arts: Trinity theater and dance performance described, page 15
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Quit Yer Bitchin', Cuz We Be Snitchin'
Freshman Totes Expresses
Love/Lust for Tripod

Albus Dumbledore

Lord Voldemort

KATYNOLIN '08

JOE TARZI C08

HERMIONE GRANGER

DRACO MALFOY

Lizzie Brown '09

Jordyn Sims '10

RON WEASLEY

REMUS LUPIN

Lauren Turlik '09

Sara Yoo '08

HARRY POTTER

SIRIUS BLACK

Katie Dally '09

Griha Singh '09

CHO CHANG

COLIN CREEVEY

San-Eou Lan '09

Erin Caner '10

VINCENT CRABBE

DENNIS CREEVEY

Stephanie Apstein '10

Nick Vasquez '10

GREGORY GOYLE

MINERVA MCGONAGALL

James E. Kukstis '10

Kate Grelle '07

DOBBY

SIBYL TRELAWNY

Jackie Sparks '09

Aiteen McBride '09

OLYMPE MAXIME

MOANING MYRTLE

Nora Harrington '08

Jon Simonian '07

I was like SO happy to read
your article on how freshman girls
are like total sluts! I mean, we're all
here in this like REALLY scary
environment and we all just like
butter some long loaves. Like, you
know? So props to you for spotlighting us because it was like SO
TRUE. I totes lmao'd the entire
time. YK? Oh and like btw,
Features is like SO the best section
of the newspaper. It's like almost
as legit as the National Enquirer or
like People Mag. And like, total
respect to AT 'cuz they totally
ALWAYS talk about me, yk?. I
mean, OBV1! So, basically, that
was definitely ray fav article so far,
and like totally keep up the like
true reporting ok?
XOXO, The celeb freshman
(but really, I'm a girl, ok? I don't
get this whole man thing. By the
way, I just want to give a shout out
to that really hot Vernon frat I was
at on Saturday! You guys gave this
cowgirl a ride she won't forget!)
TIFFANI-ANN FREEBUSH
FRESHMAN SLUT

Tripod Staff Needs to
Actually Do Some Work
I am writing because I think
that the Tripod staff, with the
exception of Miss J. SparXXX,
needs to get their act together.
Imagine my disgust when I
learned that the Sports Editor,
Kukstis (what is that? like five o's
and three u's??) actually knows
nothing about sports arid has writ-

TOM MARVOLO RIDDLE

Joe Tarzi '08
CEDRIC DIGGORY

Clay Smith '08
BEAUXBATONS ACADEMY

Sam Un '07
Nick Ryan '07
Edwin C. Pratt '07

ten for EVERY section but his
own.
And what's with the Arts
Editors? This isn't freakin' diversity
day at Tripod. Harold and Kumar
need to learn how to REALLY
write an Arts article. May I suggest
ESL? Jeez.
And the Opinion Editor? Note
the singular! One Editor, one
Opinion. That is totally not fair.
We all know that she is a puppet
for that tyrannical Tarzi administration. Stop the madness.
Don't get me started with
Features. Like totes. I LOVES
them. If by "loves" you mean
"want to gouge their eyeballs
out with the heels of their own
d'orsay
Manolo
Blahnik
pumps." Once again, what is it
with that FOB in charge? That
guy has never attended a frat
party in his life and he's DEFINITELY never, to quote AT,
"gotten some."
And News? Hah. As if anything happens here for them to
ACTUALLY cover. Instead, they
run blase pieces on asinine things
like Trinity Commons.
Last, but most certainly least,
that damn Editor-in-Chief. More
like Hypocrite-in-Chief. Her curiously bizarre taste in men aside,
this biatch needs to learn how to
spell "timley" and "shellack."
Perhaps she needs ESL as well? Or
maybe a good ass-whoppin'
instead.
Jackie, call me. Let's LARP
ASAP
ANGRY TRIN STUDENT
STILL TOO LAZY TO WRITE FOR US

Tripod Staff Needs to
Actually Do Some Cleaning...
You had to be more organizer.
You going to get some Rat if
you keeping like that. Thanks.
Editor's Note: We apologize
for our obscence Choice One consumption (face it, Daily's a big
fatty and we'll delegate a minion
(Afloat anyone?) to take care ot
our slovenly ways in future.)

rrSTRUE
WErRE SLOBS...

Students Express Admiratio
for Greek Professor
We are writing to express our
fond admiration for Visiting
Assistant Professor of Classics
Peter Mazur. Not only is Prof.
Mazur the true epitome of
Classical beauty, but he is also the
pinnacle of Classical scholarship
and knowledge. He is a true asset
to the campus community, and
we, as his students, feel that a statue should be erected to commemmorate him on the Quad. That is,
if the Classics Department does
not get cut.
But seriously, Prof. Mazur that modern Adonis in scholarly
garb - is simply the best (simply
the best! better than allllll the rest!)
that Trinity has to offer. From his
showing of YouTube clips in class
to his truly stellar music taste, Prof.
Mazur will make ancient history
seem like reading perezhilton. The
Tripod totally gives him an A++.
Sadly, we're not even joking.
DEVOTED BACCHANTS
CLASS OF406BCE

Along the Long Walk

DURMSTRANG ACADEMY
Vinit Agrawal '10
Orko Momin '10
Tim Uygungil '10

What's your favorite position?

RUBEUS HAGRID

Chase Anderson '07
BASILISK

"Reverse Cowgirl."
Heath Ledger and Jake Gyllenhaal

Emma Bayer '07
LUNA LOVEGOOD

Adrienne Gaffney '07
MADAM HOOCH

Joanna Hecht '07
RITA SKEETER

Juliet Izon '07
1

The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vaca
tions, by a few students of Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson
Dormitory, just above the sixth circle of hell.
Address all correspondence to the Tripod's faculty adviser.
Right. Like we have one.
Visit our Web site at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 12 issues (1 semester), $35 for
24 issues (1 year), but we'll never cash your check anyway so
don't bother. Cash will just be used for toys that sing.
Editor-in-Chief and Business Office
(303) 319-9352
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the
Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed to the
Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length
and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, unless we feel like it and are short on articles that week. No
unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names
may be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Unless we don't like that person.
Then it's fine.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Tripod (see above). The
editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity
and/or brevity, because most of those we receive are poorly written.
Letters may be submitted via Campus Mail Box 702582
E-Mail: alec.maccoll@trincoli.edu

"Missionary. Because God said so."
- Bishop Thomas Brownell

"Union of the Crows. It involves
swings. No explanation needed."
- Sukdeep Subramanianahamankh

"George W. Bush's fiscal policies on
Chinese-Vietnamese trade relations and
Newt Gingrich's thoughts on adultery
and the sanctity of marriage."
- Alec MacColl c09
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Junior Ashley Bell Has Mouth Herpes
By PRIMP McOBVI
AT'S MAIN BETCH
Shocking news reached campus this past Friday when it was
found out that former Tripod
Editor-in-Chief, Ashley "I never
share drinks or chapstick" Bell
was diagnosed with stage four
severe mouth herpes. Students
across campus are outraged at Ms.
Bell's lack of proper oral hygeine
and the reverberations can be felt
all across campus.
"I feel lied to, cheated, and
worse than when I missed the CK
Bradley sample sale last year,"
said one junior, who chose to
remain anonymous. "She was the
one person I felt comfortable
sharing my diet Pepsi with, and
even that was a struggle. I don't
think this campus is safe anymore."
Other students are taking
action in a different way, by
organizing a vigil for next.
Saturday night. Promoters told
the Tripod exclusively that the
event will feature a speak-out, several poetry slams and live music
from Connecticut area gospel jam
bands.
Organizer Lizzie Brown '09

says that it's important to get the immediate action, as this does
word out quickly, "Everyone concern the safety of all students.
knows how Ashley can get on the
Campus Safety has reportedly
weekends. It's important that we hired two dozen more officers to
spread the word now so that no patrol campus. When asked if this
one else gets hurt. Also, I really was necessary as Ms. Bell is curthink the addition of the jam rently residing in D.C. for the
bands will help attract a large semester, this reporter was told
crowd."
that we can never be too careful
While the administration has in prevention of mouth herpes.
so far been quiet in terms of this
Students, however, are taking a
earth shattering story, sources say positive outlook to the future.
statements- from the Development Says one rres/iman, "We've been
Office and from Jimmy Jones through worse here at Trinity. I
himself will be forth coming. have a feeling we can get Ashley
Here at the Thpod we can only under control. It will just take
hope that they too will take time."

9. Hot dog in a freezer.
8. Penl5 in an AIM window.

5. Prick in a pin cushion.
4. Pickle in a jar.
David Pietrocola

Even Pretty Pretty Princesses are susceptible to mouth herpes. Guard your babies.

8. Model's walk
9. Iconic represenation of
"I love"
10. Result of a hat-trick
11fPark featured in
popular Gothic novel
12. Type of credit card
13. Synthetic material
21. Barbie's bofo
23. Can be New York
Style or Chicago Deep
Dish
25.
Gone Wild
27. Is butter a carb?
28. Beach read
29. He makes it rain on
them hoes?

56

82
56
59

Across
1. A Senior's title, come
May
5. Campus soda brand
10. Peter B's favorite
14. Ice-cream flavor
15. Spring Break locale
16. Your mom?
17. Left for a waiter or
waitress
18. Secret
19. Fata! overconsumption
20. Popular number game
22. Prescription drug
24. Disney character
26. Camp
27. Bi-focal alternative
31. Rare, tropical breed
35. Harry Potter's wood?
36. This is the
story
of seven strangers...
38. Easy, Breezy,
Beautiful?
39. The only "choice"
when it comes to pizza
40. Type of flower
42. British toilet

10. Phallus in a humidor.

6. Booty in a treasure chest.

3. Dry
4. Renaissance art
5. Hotel chain deserving
of less than one star
6. Not the beginning

55

Alternative Phrasing to
"Dick in a Box"

7. Cock in a barn.

Why David Pietrocola Hates Features

54

Top 10

43. Can be Euro or white
45. Con
46. Make a phone call
47. Enjoyed through a
straw
49. Designer accessories
51. Fraternity party
53. Poker term
54. Royal title, sometimes
associated with a pea
58. Computer file
62. Anna Nicole's "Do you
like my
?"
63. WNBA athlete
65. French cheese
66. More dangerous than
snakes on a plane...
67. Luxury car
68. Not a girl, not yet a
woman
69. Marries
70. Constellation

71. Number one

Down
I.WhenBAC.'sgoup,
these go down
2. Facebook feature

30. Nectar
32. Mother of Maddox,
Pax, Zahara, and Shiloh
33. Famous Trinity Alum
34. These belong in a shed
37. Mexican dish
40. Popular TV show set in
Call
41. Round-house kicker?
44. New York City night
club
46. European football team
48. African language
50. French summer
52. What Chinese take-out
often is
54. Delicious mixed drink
55. Obvious Valentine's
Day gift

56. Carded
57. The Tripod Editorial
Staff equals this
59. Pot
60. Crusted desserts
61. Easter Sunday marks
the end of this
64. Investment option

3. Tool in a shed.
2. Hot rod in a garage.
1. Dildo in your mom[Vbox].

Around Trinity
AT's Encounter with a "Prisoner of
Ass-Kaban"
After one too many a Butterbeer, AT was left weaving
her way down Diagon Alley in search of the Wizard Pros
ancf Spell-Casting Hoes Party at the Leaky Cauldron.
While, admittedly, AT's new purple cloak was a wee bit
short, and AT was, indeed, flashing some serious ankle,
one wanton warlock's comment was as uncalled for as a
mandrake, pre-petrification. As AT perused a used spellbook stand, she was approached by a sleazy Slytherin and
asked, "I hear you're taking potions with Professor Snape.
Need any help with the homework? I'd be happy to show
you my potion, if you know what I mean ..." and proceeded to whip out his wand. AT almost went Avada. Kedavra
on his trollish ass. All AT knows is that, next weekend,
she will head out to Late Night armed with a Marauder's
Map.

Now There's REALLY a Reason to
Listen to AT!
Now, we all know that AT likes to brag, so, when AT
recently made an earth-shattering discovery, AT just had
to share it with her adoring fans. Whilst out frolicking at
a certain Vernon Street establishment, AT was shocked to
find that she had magically turned that nasty Natty into
heavenly Stella. Confounded by this ecclesiastical enigma, AT decided to do some serious "soul searching" ... at
the C-level, obvi. And that's when AT realized... Not only
was she the goddess of gossip, the diva of dirt, the, well,
alliterative point made... but, yes, she was also God herself! To all you naysayers out there, AT has three Words...
told you so. Oh, and suck it betch.
The beginning of AT's diabolical dominion will be
swift and painful, so all you obnoxious bros and skanky
hos best begin the groveling ASAP. Hell is now reserved
for LARPers and D&Ders and has 69 levels, because
that's totes better than just plain nine. Peeps will talk sols
in abrevs.
And AT's opening the casting couch for that oh-so
deliriously devilish Frat boy to be her "Holy Spirit."

Inside Sports:
Men's Squash loses,
page 27
Fencing Club wins
nobody cares
The Trinity Iiepod
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Better Detained by Cambridge Police for Being Too Damn Good'
Concerns of the Desecration of the Greatest Racquet Sports Legacy of All-Time Forces Authorities to Get Invoked
By MASTER SPLINTER
MUTANT RAT SENSEI
On a recent trip
to
Cambridge, Mass, to visit friends
at Harvard University, Trinity
Men's Squash player Gustav
Detter '09 was approached and
questioned by Cambridge Police.
The nature of the questions that
the officers asked Detter related
to his involvement with the
Trinity Squash program and his
associations with other members
of both the Men's and Women's
teams. The police were not just
interested in current players but
also former Bantams as well.
At the time of the incident,
Detter was wearing a Trinity
Squash hat and while the officers
were not willing to disclose what
reasons they had for approaching
Detter, the Swede was 'invited'
down to the police station for further questioning.
Being the loyal and peaceful
citizen that he is, Detter obliged
and while no formal charges were
brought against him at the time,
the offices that questioned him
kept referring to Detter as "too
damn good." Several-days.later, a...
member of the Cambridge police
force was questioned about the

incident and the officer respond- given except that this issue was of
ed that Detter was again, "too great importance to the citizens
damn good" and that he and of Cambridge.
"others" were under investigation
The most natural conclusion
for the desecration of one of the to be drawn from these series of
greatest legacies ever.
events is that Cambridge is conWhen asked to elaborate on cerned about the Bantams domithat point and to clarify why the annce over Harvard's squash proCambridge police were involved, gram. The Liepod has learned that
the officer claimed that the inves- Cambridge Police are looking for
tigation was ongoing and that no other Trinity Squash players,
further information would be including Shaun Johnstone '08,

men's co-captain Eduardo Pereira
'07, women's tri-captains Vaidehi
Reddy '07 and Fernanda Rocha
'07, and former Trinity players
Reggie Schonborn '06 and Lynn
Leong '06, among others.
This latest incident is just the
most recent example of tension
between the Trinity and Harvard
squash teams and while Harvard
University "was not directly
involved in this matter, everyone

Courtesy of the City of Cambridge, Mass.
Men's Squash player Gustav Detter '09 was accosted by Cambridge, Mass, officials on a recent trip to Harvard University.

knows that the citizens of
Cambridge are deeply rooted in
and involved with the University.
"I don't see why we all can't
just get along," Detter said, referring to the tension between the
two schools. "I mean sure we've
beaten them nine years in a row,
but the competition is what really
matters [...] anytime that Trinity
and Harvard get together on the
squash courts, even if it's Coach
Assaiante versus Coach Bajwa [the
Harvard Men's Head Coach], you
know it's going to be a great
match. Come to think of it, I'd
really like to see that ..."
While both Coach Assaiante
and Coach Bajwa insist that they
are friendly rivals, many students
and fans are not as cordial to each
other. At this year's TrinityHarvard match, a fight almost
broke out in the stands during
Johnstone's
match
against
Siddharth Suchde when two
Trinity fans sitting in the crowd,
who also happened to be highranking members of the Liepod
staff, were surrounded by Harvard
students. Luckily, cooler he!atlsvi
prevailed and the two reporters
narrowly escaped with their lives.
see SNAKES on page B7

The Tap to Sponsor Trin Athletic Events Students' Petition Wants
Ephs Out of NESCAC
By M R SLAVE

TEACHING ASSISTANT

The Trinity budget crisis
reached a new level this past week
when the Athletic Department
was faced with a difficult decision.
In its revised budget for the 200708 Academic Year, the College
was unable to supply the Athletic
Department with enough money
to sustain all of its facilities and
programs, and attempts to raise
money from the alumni have fallen short of the necessary targets
to keep all the programs intact for
next year.
Thus, in a miraculous and
ground breaking turn of events,
the Athletic Department reached
an agreement with The Tap Cafe
whereby the Tap will sponsor all
Trinity Athletic games next year.
The agreement was announced by
President James F. Jones and
Assistant Athletic Director Robin
L Sheppard and is being heralded
as an innovative new way for the
College to raise money.
This is the first agreement of
its kind by any NESCAC school
and concerns were raised prior to
the signing of the agreement
about the integrity of the agreement given the nature of the Tap's
enterprise.
The counter-argument, however, is that the Tap is
a longstanding Trinity institution
and many generations of Bantams
have fond memories of the
cramped, smelly, sticky establishment, so this agreement is not
only an .acknowledgement of that

history but a commitment of
both parties involved to continue
that relationship into the future.
Both President Jones and
Assistant Director Sheppard
declined to comment on how
much • the College will . receive
from the Tap, but they were willing to comment on how the
sponsorship will work.
Basically, the Tap will takeover
any concession stands that already
exist at any Trinity sporting event
including at hockey games in the
new Koeppel Center and at football games at Jessee/Miller Field.
New concession stands will be
introduced at Squash matches on
the top of the pyramid and at basketball games in the ticket booth
across from the entrance to the
Oosting Gymnasium. Another
interesting note is that on days
when more than one event are

occurring at the same time (e.g.
Parents'
Weekend
* and
Homecoming Weekend) then one
giant concession stand will be
setup on the baseball diamond in
the fall and on the soccer fields in
the spring.
Overall, the agreement is beneficial to both,sides as. the Tap
will "draft" Trinity students to
work the stands and the Tap will
keep 70 percent of all the stands'
profits. There is speculation as to
what will be offered at the stands
in terms of libations and currently, the Liepod understands that
the drink selection at the stands
will mirror the drink selection of
the Tap itself, but there has been
no official announcement of the
menus the stands will offer as of
print time.
see ON A on page N38

from the league would increase
the safety of our athletes and
fans because it would be one less
Over the past few months, a time they would have to deal
petition of has been circling with Massachusetts drivers on
around the campus and has been their way to a game.
getting more signatures every
In addition, Williamstown is
day. The petition, which after a in a virtual dead heat with
great deal of painstaking research Middlebury for the smallest popthe Liepod has come to learn ulation of any city (or in this
first appeared in October but did case, town) to have a NESCAC
not get much recognition until school.
early March, has over 2,500 stu"Williams kids are weird. I
dent signatures on it - curious mean, what do they do up there
because Trinity currently enrolls in the middle of nowhere all day?
only about 2,000 students.
That small town charm doesn't
Nevertheless, the petition, work on us, we can see right
which has as its title "Petition to through it [...] People have told
have Williams College Moved us that we're racist and intolerant
into Division IV While the Rest of each other but how can we
of the NESCAC stays in Division fight amongst ourselves when
III," has become an increasingly there is a much greater enemy
popular discussion topic around out
there?"
said
Imnot
the Ferris Athletic Center.
Competent '07, who was the only
The reasons Trinity students person whose signature appears
to want Williams removed from on the petition who would speak
the league are quite obvious on the record to the Liepod.
given the fact that Williams stole
The ultimate goal, said the
the NESCAC Championship creators of the petition who wish
from two of our athletic power- to remain anonymous, is to send
houses (Football and Men's the petition to the NESCAC
Basketball).
home offices in Hadley, Mass,
Revenge, however, is not the where hopefully the administraonly motive behind this petition. tors of the league will look at the
Among the other reasons laid reasons behind and more imporout in the petition; Williams is tantly, the number of signatures
the most difficult college to get on the petition and act in the
to given that it's one of two interests of the greater good.
schools not near an Interstate
Highway and removing the Ephs
see PLANE on page 065
By HEYWOOD JABLOMY

PLEASE

